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Cambridge, MA - Daughters of 'Bilitis
women's discussion, 7:30 at Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151 Mass. Ave.

Boston - . Jewish group, Am Tikva,
holds . service at 7:3.0 followed by
organization meeting and pot-luck
dinner, all welcome, Ell Center,
Northeastern Univ., Huntington Ave.

NYC - Ass'n of Gay Social Workers
meeting, contact Ron Ginsberg, 345
West 21st St., Apt. 1-A, .NYC 243-8683.
NYC - West Side Discussion Group
hosts political candidates discussing
Gay Rights issues, 37 Ninth Ave. at
14th St., 8pm, $2 donation.

·

Portsmquth, NH - MCC services held
in private homes, for info call (603)
,382-4678 or write Rt. #1, Box 502A,
Plaistow, NH 03865.
Boston .....:, Boston Men's Center organizing meeting will form new groups to
explore men supporting men, Campus
Free College, 14 Beacon St., 2pm.

Boston - Volunteers gather at GCN to
fold, stuff and mai I papers to subscribers, you are welcome to join us, 6-9pm,
22 Bromfield St.

Boston - Opening of 'Paperwork' by
Marcia Teichman at Cafe Gallery, 73
Dartmouth St., 3-7pm, thru Oct. 8.

IO sat

Cambridge, MA - Lesbian Task Force .
of NOW, all welcome, 99 Bishop Allen
Drive, 661-6015, 7:30pm.

NYC - Disco Dance sponsored by
MCC-NY and WSDG at 37 Ninth Ave.
(corner 14th St.), 9pm, $2 c:lonation.

7wed

Norway, ME - Maine Gay Men Hike,
meet at 10am at 8 Water St., bring
picnic lunch and comfortable footwear.

Boston - Get-together for gay youth at
Charles St. Meetinghouse, 70 Charles
St:, 6:30-9:30pm, all teens welcome:

Boston - Gay Legislation holds a
Legislative Lobbying Workshop for all
persons interested in learning how to
become a lobbyist for gay legislation,
11 am-1 pm, 70 Charles St., 742-4811.

Boston - GRAC begins Monday Night
Bowling at 1260 Boylston St., registration 7-7:45pm.

Somerville) MA Boston Men's
Center hosts men's sharing evening at
Multiservice Center, 1 Summer St.
(Union Sq.), 7pm. ,,

8thur
Cambridge, MA- DOB business meeting to plan fundrarsers and social
events, all women welcome, 8pm, ·O1d
Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151 Mass.
Ave.
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East Boston, MA - The Noodle Island
Society for the Protection of Our
Waterfront Dykes and Fairies host the
Feast of Saint Milton the Obscure,
8pm, BYOB, call 567-4494 for info and
location.
·
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Gay Leg-islation $25 a Plate Jlenefit Nets Almost $2000

Gay Legislation co-coordinator Joe Martin, left, GCN Editor Neil Miller, center,
and Cambridge City Council candidate David Sullivan, right.

New York Group Rates
Candidates
Abzug, Koch, Badillo, Sutton Praised
NEW YORK - The New York
Political Action Group, a group composed of open and closeted gay people,
has given a "preferred" rating to four
New York mayoral candidates in this
week's Democratic primary. The
Council gave its highest ratings to Rep.
Edward Koch, Rep. Herman Badillo,
Percy Sutton, and former Rep. Bella
Abzug. New York Secretary of State
Mario Cuomo was rated "acceptable"
by the group, while Mayor Abraham
Beame and Joel Harnett were rated
"unacceptable."
- The ratings came after the group met
in separate and highly-formalized sessions with six out of the seven
Democratic candidates. Of the candidates, only Mayor Beame declined to
meet with the group. At the meetings,
the candidates were asked questions
about their positions and strategies in
pursuing New York City gay rights
legislation as well as their views on
making city social services more receptive to · gay people. The group al~o
queried the candidates on whether they
had visible and openly gay paid staffpeople in their campaign and if they
would hire openly gay people as paid
members of their administrations.
''The people who did the questioning were very task-oriented and very
specific,'' Ginny Apuzzo, a member of
t he Council and _co-chair of the Gay
Rights ·National Lobby told GCN.
"For example, we asked the candidates
who they would favor as Majority.
Leader in the city · council. The
Majority Leader picks members of
committees and this is very important
as to whether we get a gay rig4ts bill
through."
Apuzzo attributed Mario Cuomo's

lesser "acceptable" rating due to the
fact that he ''lacks clear understanding
of our community." He was "lacking
in depth, responsiveness, and visibility
of people" in his campaign, she said.
However, Apuzzo did praise Cuomo's
tenure as New York Secretary of State,
during which time he has elimimated
certain prejudicial procedures and
structures.
Apuzzo labelled the discussion with
candidate Percy Sutton as "good" and
"frank" and noted Herman Badillo's
sensitivity to the ''economic contribution" of gay · people in New York.
Badillo emphasized that gay people
''were moving 'into the city, while other
groups were moving out," Apuzzo
said.
The Political Action Council, along
with Lesbian Feminist Liberation and
the Metropolitan Community Church,
played a large role in registering 12,500
new gay voters in a canvassing drive
held during the spring. Apuzzo sees the
group's primary function as one of
''examining the people and the structure of city government and how they
respond to us." The group plans to
make a post-election study of New
York's social service sy~tem _:to . see
"how they respond or don't respond"
to the needs of gay citizens.
Accordin& to Apuzzo, the Council
never contemplated endorsing one
Democratic candidate before · the
primary. However, she did emphasize
that in the expected two-person tun-off
primary - to be held on September 19
- the group would make its position
known, should one of its "preferred"
candidates face an ''accej:>table'' or
''unacceptabl~'' candidate.

Bob White, co-manager of Somewhere, who has put a great deal of
energy into this year's Gay Legislation
drive, at the benefit.

Tony Bosco, owner of The House
Restaurant in Allston, where the
benefit was held. Bosco donated the
food for the benefit as well as the
'. proceeds from the sale of drinks.at The
Delivery Entrance after the benefit.

GAA 'Wake Up The Mayor'
-Protest: Beame ·Sleeps Elsewhere
city.',- A second motive for the demonby Harold Pickett
stration, according to Kennedy, was to
NEW YORK - Midnight, Aug. 25,
''demand police protection of gays in
about 80 lesbians and gay men,
Schurz
Park, · which adjoins Gracie
members of Lesbian Feminist LiberaMansion.
Two gay men were recently
tion (LPL) and Gay Activists Alliance _
attacked and beaten in Schurz Park by
(GAA), _along with independent supa youth gang.
·
,
porters, held a "Wake Up The Mayor
In
what
Art
Gursch,
Secretary
of
-to Gay Rights'' demonstration at
GAA,
described
as
a
"tense
·
atmos' Gracie Mansion. _Mayor Abraham
phere'' the picket-line was held on a
Beaine, who lives at Gracie Mansion,
dark, deserted street between police
has, in the view of most gay activists
-barricades. Gursch estimated that there
4ete, failed to take a positive attitude
were at least .as many uniformed police
on the issue of gay rights: Beame faces
on hand as .th.ere were demonstrators.
a tough fight for re-election in this
Many of the police were dressed in riot
week's Democratic primary and is the
gear and played with their clubs while
only Democratic mayoral candidate to
anxiously
wa,tching the pickets.
ignore the gay-vote in direct'appeals for
Prior to the demonstration, police
support.
-officials had insisted there be no· loud Joe Kennedy, spokesperson for
noise, no bull~horrts or whistle-blow,,.
GAA, and chair of its Political Action
ing.
This requirement had . been
Committee, said the _de·monstration
discussed and agreed upon in GAA's
was officially called ''to expose the
. general meetJngs. As a result, 'despite '
Mayor's position and :prote.st his inacperiodic outbreaks of militant -chanttion; while denouncing -him as a representative of anti-gay bigotry in this
(Continued on page_3)

CIVI_L RIGHTS POLL

NO CALIFORNIA WEDDING BELLS

LAWYERS BAR GAY RIGHTS

SACRAMENTO, CA - California Governor Jerry
Brown has signed into law a bill that would prohibit
county clerks from issuing mariage licenses to
same-sex couples. The bill passed the Senate by a
23-5 vote and was signed into law by Brown on
Aug. 8. The law stipulates that marriage is a civil
contract between a woman and a man only, and
revises the 1971 marriage law which had referred
only to "persons."
Right-wing Senator John Briggs, who is sponsoring a state-wide initiative that would ban gay
teachers from California schools, praised the bill,
asserted that the measure would "restore some
sense of morality to the state of California." Some
gays attributed Brown's decision to sign the bill as a
reaction to constant rumors that the governo·r
himself is gay. Brown's sexuality was the subject of
a recent article in New West magazine and he has
been frequently seen in the company of singer
Linda Ronstadt as of late.

The American Bar Association,
CHICAGO meeting in Chicago last month, voted to table a
resolution supporting gay anti-discrimination legislation in employment, housing, and public accommodations. The resolution, which had been recommended for passage by the Assembly's Resolutions
Committee, was tabled on the assembly floor by a
163-110 vote. A similar motion was tabled at last
year's conference.
Proponents of the gay rights resolutiqn included
former US Attorney General Ramsey Clark; American Psychiatric Association President Dr. Jack
Weinberg; and New York attorney E. Carrington
Boggan, who acknowledged his gayness in a
speech to the Assembly.
The Immigration Committee of the ABA's Section
on International Law did call on the President and
Congress to revise Immigration and Naturalization
laws., which discriminate against gay people.

BOLIVIAN TERROR
LONDON, ENGLAND - A Bolivian right-wing
terrorist organization has pledged itself to hunt
down and murder all homosexuals, prostitutes,
and drug dealers in the South American country,
reports the London Gay News. The group - called
the Camba Civic Command - is reportedly made
up of police and military personnel and is said to
have the tacit support of the military government of
General Hugo Benzer Suarez.
David Simpson, an official of - Amnesty International - the highly-respected group which investigates human rights violations throughout the
world - told the Gay news that "such paramilitary
groups which have the connivance of the government are not unknown in South America .... Anyone who is seen as thr~atening the regime in any
way would be liable to be arrested . . . . It is an
ever widening circle that encompasses more and
more people."
An official of the Bolivian embassy in London
admitted that "We have heard of this organization
but we don't have any official instructions to say
anything about it." He did assert that "because of
it is a Roman Catholic country - it
religion (homosexuality) is not allowed and not viewed ...
not viewed well."
The Bolivian attitude is perhaps summed up by
the Minister of the Interior, Colonel Pereda, who
recently said, "The Bolivian authorities consider no
price too high to guarantee the tranquility needed
for the progress of the nation. Those who attempt
to disturb this tranquility run the risk of being
drastically repressed."

PUTTING PRESSURE ON 'SOAP'
NEW YORK - ABC television officials are express:ng concern as a campaign by Christian
organizations against advertisers for the upcoming
program, "Soap," appears to be having some
effect. The campaign, led by the Christian Life Com-·
mission, the Southern Baptist Convention, the
United States Catholic Conference, and other religious groups, have cost "Soap" the sponsorship of a
great number of advertisers. The religious groups
oppose "Soap" because of its supposed emphasis
on sex.
The show has also been opposed by gay groups,
specifi_cally the National Gay Task Force, because
of its ·reportedly stereotypical treatment of a gay
male character. However NGTF has not attempted
to put pressure on specific sponsors to drop out of
"Soap."
ABC television officials hope that, if the show
many advertisers will return to
is popular,
"Soap." Aryeh Neier, executive director of the
American Civil Liberties Union, said that it was
"shameful" that some special interest groups are
"trying to use economic leverage to control what's
on the ·air."
"It doesn't make any difference whether it's in a
good cause or a bad cause, it is reprehensible that
pressure television, through its
groups should
advertising, not to deal in controversial material,"
said Neier.
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SACRAMENTO, CA - Mervin Field's California
Poll reported last month that California adults are
split evenly on the issue of civil rights and societal
acceptance of gay people. When asked whether
t~ey agreed with singer Anita Bryant's views on
gay people, 45% responded "yes" and 45% "no."
Of the people surveyed, 29% said they agreed
"strongly" with Bryant's views, while 16% said they
agreed "moderately." In a similarly polarized
fashion, 28% said they disagreed "strongly" with
Bryant, while 17% disagreed "moderately."
Only 5% of those surveyed said homosexuals
should be punished _and kept away from so-called
"normal" people, while 17% said that homosexuality should be approved by society. The main bloc of
people surveyed, 43%, said that gay people should
be "'tolerated, but only if they don't publicly show
their way of life." 31.% believed that gays should be
"protected by law from unfair discrimination
against them because of their -homosexual lifestyles."
On the issue of job discrimination, 52% were
reported in favor of laws forbidding discrimin_ation
against gay people. 51 % opposed a ban o·n gays in
teaching positions. In addition, 52% favored allowing a lesbian mother custody of her children while
35% opposed the idea. However 59% opposed permitting marriages between members of the same
sex·, while only 28% approved of the concept.
Nearly half of all California aduHs questioned
personally stated that they knew a gay person.
Among persons who knew openly gay people,
nearly % supported · the general issues of gay
rights. San Franciscans were consistently more in
favor of gay rights than people in the central and
southern portions of the state.
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LOBBYISTS NEEDED

NBC PROFILES GAYS
NEW YORK - NBC's nightly national news will
run a three-part series on the gay issue on their
Sept. 12 through 14 news programs. The first segment will be an overall look at the issue, while the
final two segments will profile a "day in the life" of ,
two New York gay people. Jerry Schiff, a New York
accountant, and Erica Bell, a lesbian photographer, ·
will be profiled on the shows. NBC nightly news is :
· shown every evening Cit 7 p.m. EDT.

NEWSWEST DIES
LOS ANGELES ....:_ The Southern California biweekly newspaper, NewsWest, has ceased pubthe
lishing after two years. The newspaper second most ,well-known gay male publication on
the West Coast after the Advocate -- had been
reformated and renamed Out in an attempt to
revive its flagging fortunes but this latest effort
ended in failure. The newspaper, which was begun
by staffers from the "old" Advocate who left that
publication after David B. Goodstein assumed
• control, had been one of the leading sources of gay
news in the country.

Massachusetts Gay Legislation,
BOSTON faced with the prospect of lobbying over 200
members of the House of Representatives on
behalf of H3676, is in 'need of volunteer lobbyists.
The volunteers would give a total five-hour commitment and their task would be to visit legislators
and urg.e the.ir support of the gay rights bills. The
bill - an anti-discrimination measure protecting
gay people employed in public service jobs - was
passed by the Massachusetts Senate and is now
before the House. People interested should call
Harold Challenor at 367-1018 or 742-4811.

DOB CRAFTS FAIR
CAMBRIDGE, MA - The Daughters of Bilitis are
planning a crafts fair and flea market to be held on
Saturday, October 1, from 10-5 p.m. The event,
planned as a fund-raisin-g event for the lesbian
organization, will take place at the Cambridge Old
Baptist Church parking lot near Harvard Square
from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Space rental (8xl 0) is $5 and those who wish to
participate must provide their own table. Spaces
are limited, so people are urged to telephone
683-0474 to reserve a space. DOB is also looking for
donated items for the White Elephant Table and
these can be prought to the DOB office, 1151
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, on Tuesday
nights from 7:30-9 or call 661-3633 to have them
picked up.

New Jersey Notes
PRINCETON, NJ - Gays are alive and well in
New Jersey. The New Jersey Gay Coalition, a
committee of delgates drawn from over a dozen
New Jersey community, university, and religious
groups, has scheduled a statewide conference
called "Action for Gay Rights" at Princeton University. The conference will be held on Saturday,
Oct. 1, 1977, from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The
. purpose of the conference will be to educate gays
in political responsibility and the tactics necessary
to combat discrimination, repeal the sodomy
statutes, and enact gay rights legislation on
national and state levels.
Adam DeBaugh of the G9y Rights National Lobby
(GRNL) will be the keynote speaker anq will address the conference on the national lobbying
effort, while Ginny Apuzzo, co-chair of GRNL, will
address the conf~rence on "coming out" as a
political act. New Jersey Assemblyman Eldridge
Hawkins will speak on prospects for gay rights
legislation in New Jersey. Assemblyman Hawkins
authored and compileo a revised New Jersey

criminal code without a consensual sodomy statute ·
that · passed the New Jersey Assembly last year
when he was head of the Judiciary Committee.
Four workshops are planned as follows: two
morning sessions; one on "New Jersey Law and
Gay Rights" will be led by Jan Rubin of United
Sisters; · another on "Coalition with Non-gay
Groups" will be led by Lloyd Levine of Altogether,
·an organization of non-traditional life style people .
Two afternoon sessions: one on "Lobbying and Politicizing Gays" will be led by Mary Stevens of the
Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers U.; another
on "Religion and Gays" will be led by James Hess of
Dignity, the Catholic gay organization.
All attending voters will be urged to register for
the New Jersey November elections at tables set
up for that purpose at the conference.
At 9:00 p.m. on the evening of the conference, a
gay dance will be held at Princeton University.
For registration information, write New Jersey
Gay Coalition, P.O. Box 137, Convent Station, NJ
07961.
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News Analysis

Polly Halfkenny-A Communist Runs
for City Council

by David Brill
In old Boston political circles, a
woman running for public office with
Polly Halfkenny's credentials would be
called a Communist (half-seriously).
She is a certified teacher with a
master's degree in special education;
she believes that integrated schools are
better than segregated ones; that
tenants' rights take precedence over
landlords' profits, and that the city
council has used racism . as a tool to
divide the city.
Polly Halfkeimy is a Communist seriously. She is the first Communist to
seek city office in Boston in 25 years.
"People have to know what the
Communist Party is; it's the party of
the people, the working people,'' she
explains.
However, Halfkenny is by no means
one of those ideologically pure gadflies
living in Marxist theories from sunrise
to sunset. She is . a member .o f her
Community District Advisory Council
serving the schools in the RoxburyJamaica Plain neighborhood where she
lives. She is the former co-director of
Urban Planning Aid, and is a member
of the Roxse Homes Tenant Council
and the Youth Employment Coalition.
If elected, she would sponsor
amendments to the city charter to ban
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation in all city employment,
including employees of the School
Department, who are not now covered
by the mayor's 1976 executive order.

"The establishment of a Human
Rights Commission.is not enough. Enforcement is what is needed, and
strongly," she says. Halfkenny called
the Governor's and Mayor's Commissions on the Status of Women ''paper
commissions.''
Most people would, disagree _with her
when she says that former Police Commissioner Robert di Grazia ''never had
any commitment to the community,''
because diGrazia's contributions to the
city were substantial. But her other
criticisms of the Police Department over which the City Council can exer. cise some influence - are noteworthy:
"We .need more .than civilian review
boards. We need citizen monitors of
the police." (The "citizen monitors"
concept is contained in legislation
sponsored by Rep. Mel King of the
South End, who has endorsed the
Halfkenny candidacy.) Her familiarity
with crimes by polite against citizens is
respected. In association with the local
chapter of the National Conference of
Black Lawyers, she was an active participant in the conference of the
People's Coalition Against Police
Crime.
Of the state's "civil custody law" which gay men claim has been used to
forcibly detain them at police stations
in Boston and New Bedford- - she
says, "It's nothing but legalized
harassment.'' She compares the
Boston Police to the neutron bomb in
that ''they only want to protect

Polly Halfkenny

property, not people."
But she knows that the City Council
is more of an elected nursing home
than an activist governmental body.
While some cities - New York and
Los Angeles, for example - have
strong councils, Boston is blessed (?)
with a strong (or is it strong-arm?)
mayoraJ government. But the power of

the individual councillor depends
wholly on the councillor himself
(herself). Dapper O'Neill has a great
reputation for making things happen,
although few people could compile a
· list of his accomplishments.
Halfkenny knows this. "One person
is not enough, but we must have
someone out there fighting for us, .
fighting on all levels. Rich people have
all sorts of rights that other peopl~
don't have, like police protection,
jobs, housing.''
She is concentrating . on registering ·
voters in neighborhoods where she
could - obtain strong support, like
heavily gay Wards 4 (South End) and 5
(Back Bay and Beacon Hill) and largely
black Wards 8, 9, 12 and 14. In an off~
year municipal election, a voter turnout of more than 25 OJo is considered
overwhelming. What this means is that
a heavy turnout by voters Halfkenny
considers her natural constituency blacks, gays, students, and the poor could propel her to become the most
improbable-appearing
councillor
·Boston has ever seen or heard.
She has asked for the support of the
gay community on Preliminary
Election Day, Sept. 27. In return, she
promises to represent those causes she
says the city has usually ignored.

It's Now Reverend Marge Ragona _
BOSTON - Metropolitan Community Church of Boston has announ.ced the appointment of Rev. Marge
Ragona as Assistant/ Associate Pastor.
Rev. Ragona w~s licensed to the min-

istry in the Universal Fellowship of
Metropolitan Community Churches at
their 8th Annual General Conference
held August 1-8 in Denver, Colorado.
. Rev. Ragona is a graduate of Tulane

Amtrak: Is 'F' for Faggot?
WASHING TON - Amtrak, the na- .
Hon's passenger rail service, has been
accused of Compiling a "blacklist" of
up to 85 names of its suspected gay employees. The purpose of the blacklist,
according to one gay employee, was to
deny promotions to gay workers.
Thomas Shelton, an Amtrak employee, took his case to the District of
Columbia's Human Rights Commission, charging that he was passed over
for a promotion and a $2,500 raise by
the company because his name was on
the blacklist. (The District of Columbia has a gay anti-discrimination ordinance.) In July, the Commission ruled
in Shelton's favor and the company
has since promoted him. Amtn1.k personnel director Kenneth
Houseman asserted that Shelton's promotion was delayed because Amtrak
was in the process of promoting

women and blacks to settle equal opportunity complaints.
.
Houseman denied the existence of a
gay blacklist. "You can't discriminate
against gay people. There isn't any list
of gays in this company . . . There
never has been,'' he said.
However, one Amtrak official told
United Press International that a
personnel officer had showed him a
lengthy list of names of employees and
asked him if he knew which ones were
gay. According to the official, some of
the names on the list bore an "F," ·apparently to designate "faggot." Others
were marked with an arrow, apparently meaning "straight as an arrow."
The official told UPI that Amtrak
was concerned that gay employees
would "bring their own kind" into the
company.

University, New Orleans, Louisiana,
and has studied at the Institute for
Theology and NewlYork 1:heological
Seminary. Slie is currently enrolled in a
program leading to a Master's Degree
in Theological Studies.
Prior to coming to Boston in October 1976, Rev. Ragona was a member
of the Christopher Street Liberation
Day Committee, and was an exhorter
(student minister) with Metropolitan
Community Church of New York.
With Jennie Bull of MCC-Washington, D.C., Rev. Ragona is co-editor
and -part author of a book, Feminist
Views of Christianity.

MCC-Boston will be offering a series
of women's raps based on this book
beginning in September. The day and
time will be announced at a later date.
Since Rev. Ragona's background is
· primarily in Christian Education, she
will be taking a large role in the development of MCC's teaching program
this fall, particularly in the area of
Bible Study. All people are welcome to
attend these classes and it is not
·necessary to be a member of MCC to
attend. Time and date for the beginning of this program will also be announced later.

Wake Up, Mayor Beame ·
(Continued from page •1)

ing, the demonstration was characterized by a candle-light vigil.
One ugly incident,. however, marred
the evening's activities. Renee Ruys, a
well-known activist, brought a whistle
to the demonstration. The second time
he blew the whistle, several police
reached across the barricades, grabbing and dragging him over the barricade planks. Renee was taken to the
police station in a paddy-wagon and
booked for disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, and obstruction of government operations. He was later released
on his own recognizance when GAA
representatives went to the police

station on his behalf. His court appearance is set for Sept. 15, Joe
Kennedy will recommend to GAA's
general membership that they provide
legal counsel in the case.
Despite the short length of the
demonstration and the ban on noise,
the objective to "Wake Up The·
Mayor" was met, according to Kennedy. A high-ranking police official
told Kennedy the Mayor had not even
spent the night in his home. When
Kennedy asked if that was the result of
the announced demonstration, • the
police official replied, "You could
conclude that the answer to that would
be affirmative."

A SEXIST BILLBOARD ISN'T SAFE IN THIS CITY: In the latest guerilla action .
in the war against advertising· which exploits women, an anonymous group of
lesbian feminists "raided" this Max Factor billboard near Central Square, Cambridge. "Of course it's an isolated action with little effect," said a source close to
the perpetrators of the action. "But these billboards are springing up all over the
city and we wanted to draw attention to what's going on. We've given some
thought to letter-writing and getting NOW involved." The group has no plans for
any immediate follow-up actions· but warns "We won't let up on pressure against
sexist advertisers.''
Photo by Neii Miller
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community voice
dworkin's point

Dear GCN:
I have just received a copy of Andrea Dworkin's comments in your June 25 issue and the
published letters of response. Only Allen Young
had the perception at all that Dworkin was
making a profound and generous contribution of
criticism "within the family." I am surprised
that GCN didn't ask her to elucidate further, and
shocked at the shallow and. arrogant reactions to
an important statement by one of feminism's
most brilliant theore,ticians.
Particularly sophomoric. was the piece'byWayne
Dynes who recalls the reign of Queen Victoria
.but forgets that of Adolf Hitler, hoisted to power
by homosexual storm troopers whose brutality
was only exceeded by his own, when he later
wiped them out. That homosexuals have not
repudiated the sado-masochism currently in
vogue in male gay as well as male straight circles
is of deep concern to feminists. Dworkin has
consistently addressed herself to the sadistic content of male sexuality which makes possible, in
addition to the atrocities committed against
women, those more general crimes which indifferently devastate the whole human race. Never
ascribing either sadism or masochism to biological sex, she has described these modes as cul. tural and thus amenable to analysis and ulti.
mately alterable.
On what grounds can feminists support gay
men who are the very mirror-image of our oppressors (when they are not reflecting in garish
mockery the trappings of female enslavement)?
When women all over the world are screaming
their anguish at being the victims of beatings,
rapes, infantile sexual abuse, torture, and murder, why are there no speak-outs on such subjects
by gay men? None of the crimes committed by
straight men against women and 'children are
without parallel in the male homosexual world.
Beset with agism and sexual objectification reinforcing - and often abetting - these straight
male oppressions against women, gay men ask us
to consider male homosexual mores "private"
against our declaration that the personal is political. What men do to each other is not irrelevent to women.
Frankly, I do not understand any more than
Dynes what women are doing in that fraternity.
As Dworkin observed, it's dangerous company.
The support of men should be welcomeli on a
case-by-case basis, irrespective of their sexual
preference but depending on their willingness to
examine their cultural heritage and alter their behavior with growing consciousness.
Leah Fritz

dogmatic, witless
cha cha
Dear GCN:
Cha Cha Heels' retort to Wayne Dynes (GCN
8/27) reads like a dogmatic, witless parody of
Andrea Drowkin's "Women Hating" (Men)
(GCN 6/25).
Dynes' piece (GCN 8/20) is a well reasoned
appraisal/defensive response to Dworkin's cannibalistic, rabid diatribe against males, which
borders on the orgiastic. It is the predictable stale
rhetoric of female-supremacists (of both
genders) and students of the "Gracie Allen
School of Logic," where one and one equal
eleven .

race and .iustice ·

Dynes is correct, there is no "lesbian/gay"
movement. It is clear for anyone to see (the
emperor has no clothes). For years we (gay
males) indulged lesbians with unwam;mied priorities, supportive propaganda and wishful
thinking, all in hopes of gaining their increased
participation and a reasonable unity. Most
dykes, however, still don't like faggots, and
never will.
Those women who identify as lesbian-femin. ist-supremacist-separatists have become an
impediment and might better spend their efforts
in the women's movement. They do not identify
with the gay liberation movement (too many ·
males) except as a vehicle and platform for their
contempt, deceit and ambitions. Their devisive
behavior at several Gay Pride Day marches and
rallys supports that statement.
whose
Lesbian-supremacist-feminism,
counterpart is gay-male chauvinism, is an odious
extension of "the age-old battle of the sexes." As
a result -(far from radical) Dworkin can go on
ranting as "Cha Cha" grinds his "Heels" into
his (and our) psychic groin with a smugness that
borders on camp.
Finally, if the ultimate choice is narrowed
down to Patriarch (male chauvinism) versus
Matriarchy (female chauvinism), then we have
learned nothing from our pain and struggles and
those of us who will have none of either will
suffer most.
Rudy Grillo
New York

Dear GCN:
Before you compliment "liberal Massachusetts for handing out stiff sentences to the murderers of a gay man, I think you should consider
the possibility that these men received such sentences more because of their ethnic and social
background than in spite of the fact that their
victim was gay. I seriously doubt that four white
high school football players from, say, Weston
or Wellesley would receive sentences much different from their counterparts in Arizona if they
committed the same crime.
M.W. Wood

unimpressed by
baez
/
DearGCN:
I am getting tired of these letters praising Joan
Baez for saying a few words, and singing a song
about us, during her concerts. Talk, as they say,
is easy, and although I wouldn't want her to stop
saying things, all of this praise seems much out
·
ofhand.
It is not only Baez wHo has fallen into this:
Paul Williams got a large coverage in the gay
press for taking out an ad in Variety saying that
he and his wife were not going to drink any more
screwdrivers because of Bryant et al. Are we to
be happy that this heterosexual man spent god
knows how much money in a straight newspaper
for a ·bit of self promotion that mentioned us in
passing? That money would have been useful
(could have been a saving grace!) given to any
gay organization. If Baez is so hot on gay rights
why doesn't she do a benefit?
It is always nice to have support from outside
of the. gay community; it is sad, however, that
some accept these crumbs with such enthusiasm.
We don't have to be thankful to some heterosexuals for saying that they support us - to do so
shows a lack of faith in our own cause, and a
pandering to the attentions of straight culture.
And instead of being so happy that Baez has
written a song about (male) homosexuals we
would be better off supporting such gay identified groups as Olivia Records - it is people like
this who are creating, and giving us, our art and
our culture.
Martha Klugman
Boston
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Dear GCN:
In a letter to GCN (Aug. 20) Walter J. Phillips
defends discriminatory admission policies for
gay bars on the basis of an alleged ''freedom
from association" or "freedomfrom assembly."
This is a little like saying that there can be no
freedom ·o f religion unless there is freedom to
ban all religions but our own.
Is Mr. Phillips aware that his own position is
identical to Anita Bryant's? She also invokes this
mythical right to ban from public view and
public life those whom she does not like. She is
wrong and Mr. Phillips is wrong. The Constitution guarantees us (at least in principle, if not
always in practice) the freedom to come and go
as we choose without discriminatory treatment.
It does not grant us the right to deprive others of
the same freedom.
If Mr. Phillips wishes to associate only with his
"own kind" (whatever that means) then he must
do so in the privacy of his own home. He has no
right to treat a public place of business as his
private club. I would hope, however, that Mr.
Phillips and the rest of us could learn instead to
recognize everyone as our own kind.
Sincerely,
Paul Shephard
Amherst, MA

a reply

clarification

Dear GCN:
The letter to GCN captioned "Pro-Partners"
(Aug. 27), concerning the racist and sexist practices of gay bars in New Haven, requires further
clarification. We, including some who wrote that
letter, were surprised and astonished at the editorial heading. Our intention was to clarify the
issues involved and give support to those who
experience racism and sexism and who rightfully
speak out when it occurs. It was not our intention to say or imply that racist and sexist discrimination does not exist in New Haven.
From further discussion among black and
women members of the gay community in New
Haven, it is very clear that racial and sexual discrimination is practiced at Les Oubliettes and
Partners. In fact, we mentioned gl!,lring instances
of discrimination in our previous letter, but ·
regrettably these were exp·ressed obliquely and
were not specifically attributed to Partners.
Many people, not only the editors who wrote the
heading, read our letter as condoning Partners.
We wish to correct this misinterpretation and
again appeal to Partners, to each other, and to
all groups to recognize and become consciously
aware of the various forms of discrimination,
whether intentional or resulting from a low level
of consciousness, and to work to end such discrimination.
We will support those institutions and persons
who recognize and raise their consciousness
about their own discriminatory practices and
acknowledge and elimninate these practices.
Sincerely,
Anne Hack
Paul Keroack
Judy Larsen
Jim Meehan
Sandy Murphree
Peter Rondina
Pam Smith
Jack Winkler

our own kind
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DearGCN:
Concerning Nan Joslin's polemic against my
article on John Horne Burns (Sept. 3):
a) She declares that iny remarks were "a
vicious attack on someone whom the author
[myself] doesn't like or agree with." Whether my
attack was truly "vicious" is a matter of
opinion. In any case, would Ms. Joslin have me
praise an author I dislike?
b) She would have me criticize only "with
sympathy and respect for our kind." I have
heard that line before and always with the
implication of "Don't criticize at all." And Ms.
Joslin obviously has neither sympathy nor ·
respect for me.
c) She condemns straight critics ·who praise
Norman Mailer because he is a "known wifestabber and homophobe." She seems to believe,
quite illogically, that a personally obnoxious
man (which Mailer certainly is) is necessarily
incapable of writing. Surely one can be a
complete monster in his private life and still write
well, hence, deserve the praise of any intelligent
critic, gay or straight. (As it is, I don't much like
Mailer's work, but not because he stabbed his
wife and dislikes gays.)
d) She insists that her point "is not whether
Burns was or was not a good novelist; it is rather
that criticism by and about a gay person should
be gay criticism." This is nonsense. The only
point is whether Burns wrote well or badly; if the
former, he deserves praise; if the latter, condemnation - regardless of his sexual orientation. It is obscurantist and deceitful to refrain
from criticizing an author merely because he is
gay. And what on earth is "gay criticism"?
Surely there are only two kinds of criticism intelligent and unintelligent. If Ms. Joslin
believes my article was the latter, then so be it.
But what ever does she mean by saying, in effect,
that it wasn't sufficiently "gay"? Probably
something political, to which I can only say that I
am not a politician; that I firmly believe that art
and politics rarely mix well (contrary to propagandists' belief); that if a book is good, it is
usually in spite of rather than because of its
political message; and that I did no't set out to
write a political article.
Sincerely,
Robert Etherington

Ruth iJettis

GCN Is look Ing for a _part-tlme
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area gay community. Anyone
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426-4469 or send their resume to
GCN, 22 Bromfleld Street, Boston, Mass. 02108.

WRITERS
GCN is looking for volunteer writers
· to write both news and features. Anyone interested should call Neil Miller at
- (617) 426-4469 or write GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108.

- speaking out

HELP
SHAPE THE
FUTURE·
Become a Lobbyist
for Gay Legislation
If You Have Five (5) Free Daytime Hours
During September, then step forward and
attend the

Legislators Lobbying
Workshop
Saturday, September 10th.
11 :00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Charles Street Meetinghouse
-70 Charles St., Boston
GAY LEGISLATION 742-4811

·

by Ted Watt
Having been a peripheral member of the Boston gay community for the past
four years, I would like to share a very real frustration. By this, I mean the lack of
places to meet other people outside of, the bars-baths-bushes scene. I am not
condemning these establishments for they have their place. The search for a casual
sex partner for the night can be a real and important need. But I feel that there
should be other areas, other foci, on which to build friendship_s among Boston's
gay people. Sex can become an all-consuming yet neve.r really satisfying pursuit.
What about other pursuits: hobbies, arts, literature, sports, travel? I am convinced
that many fantastic such resources for learning and sharing exist in, the greater
Boston gay community. All we need is a location, a forum, for bringing these
together.
_
I have dreamed of a Gay Community Center. It would be a space for various
gay activities and organizations to be based. I! could have offices, meeting rooms,.
workshops, and friendly relaxation spaces. I know of several gay organizations
that are now searching for a space to_ center their activities. If some of these
smaller , less-established groups joined together in a community center it could
mean less hassle finding a place to meet. It could also bring together interested participants. Having gay groups located together would mean easier mobilization of
support when issues in need of action arose. Such a center could play an active role
in fostering new constructive gay groups and activities.
Right now, with the sad and, I hope, temporary closing of the Gay Men's
Center on Beacon Street, seems a good time to work together to create a center of
activities for all of Boston's gay people. I am interested in ideas and thoughts and
am willing to put in some time and energy towards helping to create such a center.
My phone i~ 369-3761 in Concord, Mass., and I would like to hear from any people
who share this vision.

tHE 4-A'f RECREATIONAi,. AC-TIVITIBS

CDMMli'i'E:1=

GAY BOWLING
LEAGUE FOR WOMEN &. MEN
starts monday sept.12 at the 1260 Lanes
( NEXt To" 1270" 6o'l't.5TON ! ). Our
4 THyear promises to be
More iun than ever.
FOR MORE DETAILS CALL DICK: 247-3500.
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workers flooding the area at the close
of their working day. The largest single
and identifiable contingent at the vigil
was approximately IO gay men who
supported the event with a large, red
and black "Gay Anarchist" banner.
Canadian poet and writer Ian Young
was present with the gay group, as were
Mark Sullivan and Jim Kernochan,
editors of an anarchist journal, The
Storm! Their next issue of The Storm!
is to be a gay issue.
A piece of old news that I haven't
seen repeated anyplace: some time
back, Chevy Chase appeared at Hunter
College on behalf of a certain political
candidate. Chase, you may remember,
used to appear on the Saturday Night
Live show and for a while, a few
people thought he was funny. At the
"political" appearance, Chase never
seriously addressed himself to any of
the issues, preferring to play "Mr.
Personality,,, gaining votes and popularity by magnetism. An example of
this magnetism and his funny humor

New York, New York
by Harold Pickett
NEW YORK - Congratulations to
the Gay Activists Alliance for the revival of gay militancy, demonstrated
by its recent surprise zaps. Adam
Walinsky, aide to mayoral candidate
Mario Cuomo and the author of an
extreme
anti-gay _ article
which
appeared in the Daily News, has still
not recovered from the shock of the
night-time visit to his home by gay
militants. The ' 'Fairy Swatter" sign,
placed undernealh the ax .at Geordie's
Bar on the upper East-side, remains off
the wall after GAA's recent zap.
Geordies is still a good place for our
non-gay friends to avoid, just on
general principle. And Mayor Beame
has probably returned to Gracie
Mansion by now , for his few remaining
sleepless nights before vacating permanently after the up-coming Democratic

Primary.
Sat., Aug. 27 , over 2,000 women
and men marched from Columbus
Circle to a pro-ERA rally in Central
Park. Several lesbian and -gay organizations participated in the day's activittes. Mayoral candidate Bella Abzug,
who spoke at the rally, was the obvious
star of the day.
Tues ., Aug. 23, was the 50th anniversary of the execution of Sacco and
Vanzetti. Immigrant workers and
anarchists, they: were widely believed to
have been framed by the judge and _
prosecutors for a payroll holdup in
which the paymaster and a guard were
killed. Their "trial" became one of the
moist infamous of the century. About
50 people gathered for a commemoration vigil at the Public Library, at 42nd
St. and 5th Ave., at 5pm, in time to
catch the notice of the mass of office

was revealed in the question and
answer period. Orie young man,
intending to ask a serious question,
raised his hand. Chase pointed to him
and said, ''Yes? The faggot in the plaid
shirt." Real funny.
Recently an ad appeared in the
Village Voice for the Bells of Hell, a
straight Village nightspot. The ad
-included a quote by singer Jimmy
Buffet describing the place - "Good
air conditioning and hardly any
queers." Both the Voice and the club's
manager shifted the responsibility to
an employee and assured their apologies to GAA representatives. When I
phoned the club to say I'd seen the ad
and intended to go elsewhere from now
on, the man who answered the phone
said, "The manager regrets that the ad
appeared and I want to apologize to
you:. '' I had a very good feeling after
speaking to him. Nevertheless, we may
want to remember Jimmy Buffet. He
may be lucky just to get to sing for his
supper.

conn tact
by Dai Thompson
The August meeting of the Connecticut Gay Task Force took place on Aug.
16 in New Haven. The main topic of
discussion was reorganization. Several
possibilities were suggested and a
Constitution and By-Laws Committee
was set up to tlraw up specific
recommendations and then report back
to the membership. Also discussed was
the idea of setting up a separate
Educational Fund and trying to get
tax-exempt status for this Fund.
Because of the many questions this
idea raised, the Task Force would
appreciate hearing from anyone who
knows about or has had experience in
this area. Please write to the C.G.T.F.
at P.O. Box 514, Hartford, CT06101.

The next meeting of the Task Force
will be held on Sept. 20, '.it 8 p.m. at
. MCC, 11 Amity St., Hartford.
Conntact Congrats to Peter Rondina
for setting· up an excellent display of
gay literature at the New Haven Public
Library. Perhaps the best compliment
to the display's effectiveness came
from a woman who tried to borrow
some of the books displayed; every
single one had already been ·checked
out. Now that sounds like a job well
done!· Peter also reports that the
Library will glady accept any gift
subscriptions
it
receives.
Any
suggestions or donors? For further
information, please contact Peter, c/ o
Gay Alliance, Box 2031, Yale Station,
New Haven, CT06520.
-
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Thank you Tony Bosco!
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Thank you
Jim,
Barry,
Rick,
David,
Kevin
and
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Cuba's government-sanctioned dislike of homosexuals, however, seemed
to me unfair and dangerous . . .
"Tell us," we ask our hosts, "just
what is it about homosexuals that
threatens the Revolution?"
· ''We do not bother them, as you do
in New York," they reply. "You'll
never hear of homosexuals being
beaten up in the street."
"But you do not like them."
"We do not condone their actions.
We do not approve of them. In Cuba,
because of poverty, before the Revolution, the Cuban family was nearly
destroyed. We believe we must
strengthen it."
''So homosexuals are seen as a threat
to the family?"

PRAISED ON
ALL SIDES AS
'-

"a wonderful resource"*
"totally sensible"**
"highly recommended"***
"immensely helpful"****

AFamily
Matter
AParents Guide

RECORDS
GAMES
TAPES
GREETING C~RDS
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Ph.D, Director of the
Institute for Human Identity

CHARLES RIVER PLAZA
. 173 CAMSRIDGE STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
02114

"Extremely useful.. .as far as I
know there is no book like this
available ... A wonderful resource
to help persons who face this diff iculty, and I commend you for bringing it to the public:·
-Reverend Paul Moore, Jr.,
Episcopal Bishop of New York*
"If my pa1ents had been able to read
A Family Matter fifty years ago, it
would have saved them half a century of misery and it would have done
the same for me. It is a totally
sensible book!' - Merle Miller**
"Splendidly fills an important
need of today's society. Highly
recommended for parents of homosexual children, children who think
they are gay, gays ... and counselors
who want to help their patients:·
- Mary Calderone,
Sex Information and Education
Council of the U."S:***
"A thousand praises for A Family
Matter! I wish every parent 0f a gay
could have a copy."
-Kay Tobin, Author and Advisor
"Should be immensely helpful to
distressed parents!'
- Dr. John Money, Prof. Medical
Psychology, Johns Hopkins
Medical Institute****

, (617} 523·5195
.
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is the 10th Anniversary slogan of
the Oscar Wilde Memorial
Bookshop.

This city probably has the greatest
concentration of creative talent in the
country, but the size of New York's
· gay population will remain elusive until
gays raise their hands high. Only a few
people in the business and financial
worlds have seen that gay power can be
as valuable to them as it is to politicians ....
Everywhere I turn in New York,
hands are pulling in the opposite
direction. Take my rich friend. Just
turned 30, he is worth about $25
million. He i_s a liberal; he has contributed to every logical political and
social cause, including his own, but he
will not come out openly. Not for fear
of losing his fortune, or even his
family, but for fear that he may be
tossed out of a few clubs. He tells me
that he cherishes his ''mobility.'' He
also tells me t1'at wealthy gays in New
York may control as much as $20
billion, which is a lot of mobility where
I sit. Must this elite; with the future of
the gay movement in its pockets, buy
into my friend's timidity?
Not one gay in a position of power
on Wall Street, Madison or Seventh
A venues will acknowledge his or her
homosexuality for publication. This is
the invisible gay-power bloc.
There are few lesbians within this
group, chiefly because there are still
few women in positions of power over
men. But even where lesbians are influential - in publicity, retailing, and
publishing - they, like gay men, are
well concealed in their closets.
These power brokers are among the
most influential people in this city, yet
they are having to ride both ends of the
bus at once. No civil rights law protects
them. An ironic mobility.
- from Clarke Taylor's article,
"Gay Power," in the August 29 issue
of New York magazine.
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Advocate ...
from an article by Lindsy Van
Gelder called ''The Lessons of Dade
County" in the September issue of Ms.

PAPER:~g~~

·

Dr. Charles Silverstein

·tn) I Dept. PL, 35th Floor

The limited human rights focus of
the pro-gay [Dade County] coalition,
together with the fact that virtually all
its leaders were men, gave Bryant, a
clear field to zero in on the raunchier
aspects of gay male culture. One
lesbian declared bitterly, "We're going
to lose our rights because of these guys
and their god-damned drag queen/fistfucking/chicken hawk/leather bar
image." Voters for repeal overwhelmingly mentioned homosexuals by male
gender. Another tactical error despite the fact that at least three of the
coalition's inner circle are divorced
parents - was the failure of gays to
..

to Homosexuality

~.'!~ McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY

-We believe homosexuality is an
aberration in nature - and that the
more corrupt the society becomes, the
weaker the f l:lmily structure, the more
homosexuality perpetuates itself."
''What are the legal sanctions
against homosexuals?"
"They are not permitted to teach,"
says one of our interpreters. "And they
cannot become doctors. They are not
allowed to hold positions in which they
can influence youth."
This is all to our Dramatist's liking.
She nods her approval. The rest of us
are silent. It is their Revolution, after
all. Perhaps some of us are chilled,
thinking of gay friends back home who
would not feel as we do, in Free Cuba.
from Alice Walker's article,
"Secrets of the New Cuba," in the
September issue of Ms.

inject the major feminist issue of
lesbian-mother custody cases . .. .
The highest-ranking lesbian in the
campaign was [Michele] de Milly .. ..
De Milly readily admitted that sexism
was "absolute1y rampant" within the
coalition, but she was furious at
"being personally put on the defensive
about it . . . . I had a specific,
professional Job to do in this
campaign, iri media and advertising,
and I had twenty million things to do
besides drawing out feminists in my
spare time.'' An additional problem
was the fact that Miami lesbians "are
almost completely in the closet. And a
lot of the lesbian volunteers were even
afraid to tell us their last names." The
Florida feminist community, she said,
was "left totally depressed and unenthusiastic" by the unexpected defeat of
the ERA in the state senate ....
While I did meet a handful of profeminist men in Miami, it's an ugly
truth that many gays - like many
straight men - hate women, and Anita
Bryant has uncorked a misogynist
genie. She may be infuriating and
emi'nently lampoonable, but there was
a disturbing sexual edge to much of the
anti-Bryant sentiment, from Jack
Campbell's lapel button (ANIT A
DEAR - CRAM IT) to the ANITA
SUCKS ORANGES T-shirts that have
sprouted like sunshine trees from· coast
to coast. She was sneeringly put down
as an "aging beauty queen" by Rod
McKuen and as ''the orange juice
,ow" in a homosexual journal, The
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Lesbians and Gay Men: United
(Reprinted courtesy of the
Body Politic)

more intensive forms than has usually
been thou·ght appropriate for controlling 'mere' women.
Of the many divergences here, sexual
expression itself is a focal point and is
currently drawing particular attention.
But attitudes to sex do not stand in
fsolation; they make sense only in the
. context of heterosexism.
All women, lesbian or not, suffer
from being objectified sexually in a
way that men rarely if ever experience.
At work, or on the streets, women are
attacked impersonally, arrogantly, by
heterosexual male expectations. It is
logical that women should want to
remove sexuality from where it is
irrelevant (employment, for example);
to desexualize women's public image,
and to restrict sex to the private
domain where a woman has at ·least
some chance of being treated as a
person.

By Andrew Hodges
A new dialogue .has to begin on the
subject of the relationship between
lesbians and Gay men. Maj or events
like the Canadian 4th Annual Gay
Conference and the Gay Academic
Union conference in New York, end in
set-piece battles resolved by the same
vacuous demands, resolutions and
promises that I have heard and seen to
fail many times before.
I have come to question the assumption that underlies these conflicts, the
assumption that there is one coherent
group that can be described as 'gay
people' or as 'lesbians and gay men.'
The latter contrived phrase, which is
the one now most favoured, makes
· particularly plain the difficulty of
finding even a word for this group, for
as everyone knows, the. words 'homosexual' and 'gay' are male-identified.
This difficulty is not some mere
accident of vocabulary. It occurs because society is male-identified and
sexist. And these problems with words
are reflected at every level of social and
political organization. I have come to
the conclusion that the conception of
'lesbians and gay m~n' as a single
entity is an artifice that no one can
really believe in and still less act upon.
Others are pointing to the same conflicts but in a way that verges on suggesting that se'(.ism is not a real issue,
or that women's oppression pales
before the persecution of gay men. In
contrast, I feel that sexism, by which I
L. ___ mean the institutionalised inequality
between the·status of men and women,
. -is of overwhelming importance.
✓.J
In the conventional view, there are
supposed to be 'people' who identify
themselves as gay. Some just happen to
be women, others men, just as some
t.'\
:;!
are black 1and others white. All alike
~/p~ < qg' )
are oppressed as 'gays' in-this picture;
all oppose the impQsition of heterosexual values, ·all suffer discrimination or
the threat of it, all are denied openness
and spontaneity, all are alienated from
the family system. In this model of the
movement, all 'gay people' would put
aside their differences (gender, race,
class, and so on) to fight back.
But this model failed as soon as it
was invented. Lesbians realised imme- '
diately that 'putting aside their differences' would mean adopting male definitions of what were issues and what
were solutions~ Hence the women's
groups, the women's caucuses, and
lesbian separatism - all much to the
annoyance of gay men. ·
Now in a very diluted way, gay men
· Differences due to gender are just do experience and share in women's
too great to be 'put aside'. Lesbians situations. I remember moving when I
and gay men are oppressed in different was eighteen from a rather gentle co-ed
ways, these differences being dictated high school to an all-male college. I
by the heterosexist society. Lesbians was really shocked, and socially incaneed economic and social equality as pacitated, by the male chauvinism of
women for their own material survival, the other students. Anything I thought
for one thing, which gay men do not. or said in protest sounded like a
Lesbians also have difficulty in being confession of what I dreaded being
taken seriously as regards their prefer- discovered: that I had had no hetero. ences, choices and ideas, simply sexual experience. The other males
because they are women. Gay men do might suspect from my 'soft' attitude
not. Lesbians have to overcome the to women that I was (what I then
notion that a woman partner is less deeply feared) a homosexual. They
than satisfying sexually, being 'only' a might deny me the respect and privilege
woman (i.e. 'lacking' a cock). Gay men I had in their eyes .by virtue of
a male, might in fact treat
have no such problems - dullness is being
one of the few things that gay male sex me like a woman! I felt like a spyin
their midst under false colours.
has not been accused of! But they sufWhen gay liberation came along, I
fer _ from sexis~m in other ways.
Expected to support the myth of found that many other gay men had
masculinity, they attract a special also experienced knowing male chauvi. anger for letting the side down, an nism from inside the enemy camp, and
anger which in the hands of Christians, felt themselves similarly threatened by
Nazis and psychotherapists has taken
it.
.
/,/t,

c---

And this is why it could be claimed
that lesbians and gay men had a single
struggle, that indeed gay liberation and
WQmen's liberation were identical. No
analysis of gay men's oppression can
do without this central connection.
And yet it does not seem to me to be
·the whole story. Gay men cannot live
by negatives alone, by not being sexist; :
they must have some positive. way of
expressing their sexual and social
identity.
What gay men suggest they can do is
to subvert heterosexism by their sexual
expression. Gay male sexuality denies.
the assumptions of heterosexuality that the words 'woman' and 'sex' are
all but synonymous, for instance. That
women and not men are .sensuous,
receptive; that there is something
intrinsically female about making
one's body attractive; that male bodies
are naturally gross and ugly.
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wants no one to be a sexual object, gay
men often speak and act as though they
wanted everyone to be a sexual object.
These conceptions of equality are so
very different that it is not surprising
that contradictions occur. In particular, it is not possible for gay men ·
honestly to do what they are often expected to do, namely, to give
unreserved support .to the women's
movement. Though appreciating the
strong connection between their own
low status and women's low status,
they cannot go along with the program
of desexualising all public and social
· life.
'
On the streets of Syracuse NY,
where I have been living, there are
large posters which show a woman
kicking a man in the balls, with the
words: Men! Next time you whistle at,
hassle, ogle, rape, approach . . . may
be your last! How can gay men

----

-

Gay men subtly or not so subtly
undermine the image of the male as
economic provider and political arbiter
by extolling erotic attributes of men,
attributes irrelevant to social status.
They also, by a comparatively open
admission of their need for attention,
affection and passivity, subvert the
concept of the purposefully striding,
. aggressive, impassive male.
· Such attitudes do indeed run counter
to sexist gender-roles - but they are
also pretty well diametrically opposed
to the feminist program. Gay males
encourage male-female equality, in the
sense that they want men as overtly
attractive, as open to erotic attention,
as women are supposed to be. This is
quite differentfroin the feminist program of removing sex from public life.
Gay men are liable to see their sexuality
as a redeeming, levelling force, their
gift to the world. Women have had
quite enough of men who think their
sexuality is a gift to the world. Indeed,
while feminism for the sake of equality

- ------- ---- -- ----- ------~
- -- -- ·-
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honestly accept the idea that maKmg
eyes is as bad as rape and deserves
castrati_o n or death? They spend most
of their waking hours looking and
being looked at; they have to do a great
deal of fending off of unwanted attention themselves, and find it hard to
imagine that women are such delicate
creatures that they cannot do the same.
Of course, their more sanguine attitude
is due to the fact that they are not
objectified as inferiors by those who
look at them. The fact remains that it is
hard for gaymen, to consider non-violent
sexual approaches as intrinsically evil
and dangerous. For gay men, as Rita
Mae Brown comments, "the easiness
of rejection is incredible ... sex isn't a
weapon ... it's a release .... "
Feminists are aware of gay men's
sexual freedom, and sometimes attack
gay men for objectifying each other. A
nearby lesbian-feminist group attacks a
Syracuse gay newsletter for defending
those arrested for washroom sex. They
say that the arrests are no worse thc!n
1
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"the mutually exploitative and sexist
nature of tearoom trysts, ' ' and that
anyone who makes sexual contact in a
toilet is being "oppressed by someone
who doesn't view hiin in a fully human
manner. Sexist tradition carries on." A
similar attack is made by a person from
the state Human Rights Commission
on all gay male . casual sex, on the
grounds that if uncommitted heterosexual sex is a sexist exploitation of
women by men, then uncommitted gay
sex must be an exploitation of men by
men. But from a gay male point of
view, the argument is the other way
round. Gay sex ~an· be mutual and unexploitative; if it were not for sexism
then so could be heterosexuality. Heterosexuality, in which women are
allowed only the roles of victim or
prostitute, should not be allowed to
give all sex a bad name. (I think gay
men should also be allowed to feel
some sympathy for non-gay men,
whose need for sexual release is just as
great, and who do not have the same
opportunities for achieving it in a
decent way.) Essentially gay males, by
· being males, have had the privilege of
an environment in which a sex-positive
attitude can work out well. They would
like to see this extended to all lesbian
feminism
for
the
women and . men, heterosexual and
objectification they all involve.
homosexual. Women have not had this
Accordingly, I cannot see that when
privilege, and justifiably are apt to
we look at the positive aspects of gay
regard sexual liberation as_ simply an
men's and lesbians' identity (rather
extension of male privile-ges.
than at the purely negative facts of
To return to my main point, I feel
oppression), we discover any unifying
that an honest appraisal of these
feature that justifies the insistence on
conflicts is impossible if one is comthe unity of 'lesbians and gay men'.
mitted to the idea that 'gay people'
When in a particular group 'unity' is
must have a unified view of sexual
achieved, I suspect it is at the cost of
liberation. Lesbians and gay men
sweeping under the carpet all the diffinecessarily ·have quite different standcult issues of sexism and sexuality. It is
points.
'unity' at the cost of the women's conIt would be quite incorrect to try to
sciousnes~ or at the cost of the men
draft lesbians into a gay men's
keeping a low profile as regards sexual
program for sexual expansiveness. For . expression.
it must be remembered that in heteroWhy are we all so hung up on unity
sexual society, a woman who says she
anyway? Some of the standard reasons
wants sex takes on an incredibly low
(strength, numbers, etc.) look pretty
status. Lesbians. have to resist being
thin in reality. A more subtle reason
defined as particularly sex-hungry or
was admitted by gay men at the Annual
sex-identified women. They have to do
Conference: they feared that an autosomething much more radical; to
nomous lesbian movement would
redefine sexuality in such a way that it
threaten them by suggesting to the
is no longer regarded as something men
· public that gay men couldn't get along
do with cocks. They have to get away
with women. Using lesbians to make
from the idea of a 'sexual act', and to
gay males more acceptable, however, is
develop verbal and poetic imagery in
not exactly a strong ground for .unity!
place of the intensely visual imagery
It is true that heterosexuals can
imposed by males. These programs are
diminish their terror of homosexuality
sex-positive, but in a quite different
if they can feel that there are women
way from gay men's positiveness, and
and men involved with each other at
the result has been something utterly
least somewhere in it. They won't be so
fresh and new - a l~sbian feminist
afraid if they can be allowed to feel
culture.
that, like other minorities, gay men
have 'their' womenfolk arou,nd. NomGay men do not have this fresh and
inal unity is used to legitimitise gay
vigorous culture within the movement.
men, who will applaud calls for lesbian
One reason for this can be traced to the
autonomy as long as they know there
notion that in a movement of. 'lesbians
will always be a few token lesbians
and gay men', any accent on the male
attached to the 'gay' (i.e. gay men's)
is anti-female and sexist. Thus male
movement as well.
imagery is 'glorifying men', and must1
Unity and equality are so hard to
be excluded. The result of this policy
achieve in practice! If the word 'gay',
has been that the male body has been
and the 'gay movement', are defined to
left to be trashed and packaged by gay
refer to both women and men, then
capitalism. Exploration of the sensa.:..
certainly every conference, panel, talk
tions of the gay male as passive, desirshow, movie, dance, centre, etc., etc.,
able, masochistic, sensuous, with few
must be organized with both in mind.
exceptions, has been abandoned to the
But for anything which depends on
crude and repetitive glossiness of
voluntary, self-sacrificial effort, this is
profit-making publications, which
an all but impossible demand. Espemodel their imagery on 'successful'
cially as, in practice, those who insist
heterosexist formulas. Comment on
on equality of - representation also
the enormous spectrum of male sexual
support the right of lesbians to have
possibilities has been restricted within
separate, women-only events. The
the movement, sometimes explicitly fQr _ result, as everyone engaged in organiz- ·
fear of offending lesbian sensibilities.
ing knows but rarely admits, is that
Sado-masochism, paedopilia, baths
events done in the name of 'lesbians
and cruising, are often attacked by
and gay men' are done almost entirely

was a:i:i attempt to be honest. Converby gay men who invite lesbians to make
up numbers in a fashion redolent of
sely, I do not feel that current male gay
Victorian chivalry. Males are thus perorganizations would like being cut
petuated in the role of initiator and
down to size by having to admit the
inviter, females as the quarry to be
fact that they are only men.
seduced, flattered, and never, never
Use of 'gay people' or equivalents, is
criticized in public.
presumable meant to combat lesbian
The problem could be solved by _ invisibility, by reminding everyone that
abandoning the concept of 'gay
there are just as many lesbians as gay
people', and speaking only of 'gay
men.But the 'usage!doesn't succeed.The
men',
where
appropriate,
and
Advocate's recent article "Black and
'lesbians' where appropriate. Why is · Gay'' totally ignored black lesbians'
there such resistance to this?
existence. In response to complaint, we
It would mean a confession of
read that they ~-•overlooked" what they
failure. And it would upset non-gay
hypocritically call ''this important
people. But probably the main diffi.,.
element of the gay community." Why
culty is the implication of having somecan't they be honest? The Adltocate is
thing called a 'gay men's movement',
writt~n for gay men (it has a sort of
which,even if not technically excluding
Women's Page in the middle to attract
lesbians, would in practice be
a few women readers and boost its
organized by and for men only. It
movement pretensions). It wanted to
smells of male chauvinism. And in the
run an article on black gay men. Why
words of Karla Jay, "women excluding
pretend that it was covering gay men
men is different from men excluding
and lesbians equally, but · 'overlooked'
women . . . because men excluding
lesbians? I have come to feel that 'gay
women reinforces our oppression. We
people', 'gay community' and so on do
don't oppress gay males as they do us,
in fact serve to perpetuate lesbian
so we should be able to exclude them,
invisibility rather than to combat it. It
but they should not exclude us." The
would be better to insist on always
model for this, the usual view, is emiusing the words 'gay men' where apnently respectable. We approve of
propriate, thus- constantly pro·voking
black-only movements for racial equalthe question "~o what about gay
ity; we condemn white-only groups as_ women?"
racist. I suppose I have come to feel
that the gay situation is different from
So often gay men form an organizawhat these analogies suggest. We need
tion, call it a 'gay' organization, create
a reappt_:aisal based on what really
male-oriented activities and then
works.
complain that ''women won't come to
Certainly, there are gay men who are
our meetings." Steeped in paternalism,
male chauvinist, who do not want anygay men are encouraged to believe that
thing to do with women, who selflesbians are in some sense 'their'
oppressively rationalize their sexual
women, their rightful responsibility.
choice as choo~ing the 'superior' sex.
This will do nothing for lesbians.
But the real male chauvinism is deeper
Dishonesty and pretence are greater
and more subtle than this, and the curenemies of progress than open dis. rent situation is nourishing it.
agreement. The age-of-consent policy,
for example, was supposedly affirmed
The editorial collective of Gay Left
this year by a conference of 'lesbians
(London, England) used to describe
and gay men'. In reality, it was formutheir publication as "a socialist journal
lated by gay men only. Many lesbians
produced by gay men,'' which indeed it
have since criticized it. How can we
was. They were attacked for the use of
deal honestly with important issues like
the word 'men', which was said to be
this, issues which go to the heart of
used "with pride." They have now
what we mean by liberation, without
retracted and call themselves 'gay
acknowledging the deep differences
people'. By so doing they have in my
that arise between lesbians and gay
view perpetuated the chauvinistic
men? Progress will only be impeded by
notion that men are allowed to call
the sexist notion that gay men can
themselves people, whilst women are
organize and speak for 'gay people'.
only women. I don't think they called
Polite silence will achieve nothing. A
themselves 'men' with pride; I think it
new dialogue must begin.
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Lesbian Lawyers By Robin E. Smith
I'd like to talk a little about the most
hated segment of the entire lesbian
community, hated worse than closed
collectives, loathed more than bisexual

..

Is Lovable_the Right Word?

married women, detested to a greater
degree than flirtatious latents - to
whom can I be referring, of course, but
to the lesbian lawyer?
The lesbian lawyer is the ultimate LP

(Lesbian Professional) - somewhat
like an MCP, but not quite. Lesbian\
lawyers (and their embryos, the lesbian
law students) can be separated from
other LPs (lesbian teachers, librarians,
nurses, and other such namby-pamby
ilk) by a number of characteristics.
' Your true LP lesbian lawyers are
generally distinguished from the Herd
at any women's gathering by the
following endearing qualities:
(1) Their unfailing personal modestyMost lesbian lawyers will, if coaxed
(and they want to be coaxed), tell you:
what under-graduate school they went
to, what law school they attended, how
high in their class they ranked, and
how much money they're currently
making, which 'brings us to their next
lovable quality:
(2) Their disregard for money and
material possessions A group of D.C. lesbian lawyers at a
party puts to shame Macbeth's witches
over a boiling :pot - ''Who are you
working for?" "FAA." - "FAA?

Ba31ou's World: Lesbian Bar of the 'sos
by Fran Winant .
Bayou, a fantasy with music in two
acts, by A.M. Simo, was presented at
the Medusa's Revenge Theatre, 10
Bleecker St., from June 30 to July 24,
and is scheduled to re-open in the fall.
The play is set in a lesbian bar world
untouched by the women's movement.
The time is the '50s, merging into the
early '70s with a reference in the
dialogue to the year 1973.
Traditionally, the bars functioned.as
a safety zone where a lesbian became

"her true self," the . self she could be
nowhere else. But that' self was structured by the bars into the narrow channels of butch, fem, consumer of liquor,
eternal seeker of love and sex. An
individual's search for identity tended
10 be limited to the search for a suitable
role. In place of growth in one's
capacity to love other women and
oneself, there was the development of a
cynical wisdom, a belief that in some
way each woman kills the thing she
loves, ultimately killing, or wanting to

kill, herself.
In this world of self-destruction, a
great predatory feast takes place,
dramatized toward the end of the play
as a kind of religious communiop: the
bar-owner devours the lives and
dreams of her customers, and is herself
devoured by gangsters seeking protection-money, while the women in the
bar burn out their energies dancing the
night away and competing for sex. The
individual woman who attempts to
(Continued on page 13).

But they don't have any lawyers above
a GS-14? You mean you're only a 14?"
(Silence) "I noticed your
Karmann Ghia when we came in - ''
- "Is the grey Porsche yours?" "No,
Gail drives the blue Mercedes - I drive
the Porsche." - "When I finish law
school, I'm going to get a $100,000-ayear job, a Rolls, a house in the suburbs - and some women - ''
Which brings us to their third heartwarming characteristic:
(3) Their fidelity, warmth, and lack
of role-playing in their love affairs Lesbian lawyers, as any fool knows,
are generally, though not invariably,
butch. Scratch even the ones who dutifully curl their hair and paint their.
nails, and you'll find a macher. They
try to explain away their behavior as
necessitated by the cruel demands of
their .heavily male-dominated profession - however, to anyone who has
, ever encountered them strutting at a
party in three-piece suits, or clumping
in a bar in Frye boots (rhymes,
rhymes), there can be no doubt that
they enjoy the cruel demands of their
profession far more than is politically
correct.
And their lovers - the plural only,
please. One lesbian lawyer of my
acquaintance confessed on a Friday
night that she was worried - two
women were jetting in for the weekend
to sleep with her, and she couldn't
remember which one was arriving first.
Another fairly young lesbian lawyer I
know bewails the fact that she's slept
with only forty women, which brings
ustoExcuse me, that's my lover at the
door, I'll have to be going now - oh, I
thought I told you what she does she's a lawyer.
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by Mark DeWo/fe
Ever since the appearance of The
Front Runner, Patricia Nell Warren's
name has been a household word for
many gay people. Her third novel, and
second on an openly gay theme, The
Fancy Dancer, appeared in paperback
last month.
Pat Warren is an easy woman to
warm up to in an interview. Friendly
and confident, she soon strikes one as
an alert, young writer eager to make a
positive response to the world around
her. I began by asking her about
previous writing.
MDW: What led you to go from
writing Ukrainian poetry to gay
novels?
PNW: I started writing poetry in
college and continued until 1970, some
in English, a little of which was published, but mostly in Ukrainian, three
books and most of a fourth. I started
my first novel, The Burning Bull,
which has never yet been published, in
1964, and a second which I never really
finished to my satisfaction. This was
concurrent with the writing of poetry.
Both those books dealt with gay subject matter, although not directly bec_ause I was still very much in the closet
at the time. I couldn't bring myself to
confront the thing head on. It wasn't
until I started working on The Front
Runner that I really came to the point
where I could think of doing it in fiction. By then ·1 had pretty much
stopped . writing poetry, .which I had.
done mainly as a means of becoming
acquainted with my subconscious.
MDW: I'm curious for whom you
write. Whom do you see your audience
to be?
PNW: Well, when I wrote The Front
Runner I really wasn't sure what my
audience would be. I wasn't sure that I
would be able to publish the book. I
kept hoping that both gay people and
straight people would read it; although
I wasn't sure how heavily it would
appeal to either. I simply hoped that it
would appeal to whomever was moved
by the story.
MDW: So you were more interested
in writing a moving story than in portraying a specific situation? More
interested in moving people than in
portraying a kind of reality of gay life?
PNW: Oh no, I think the two things
go together.
MDW: A lot of the criticism of your
work is that it doesn't fairly represent a
good number of gay people. The objection expects your writing to be all
things to all people.
PNW: It's impossible to please
everybody and for every review that ·
has criticized me for -some specific
thing I can probably produce a review
that says exactly the opposite. Some
people found The Front Runner to be
very gritty and realistic while others
just thought that it was a creampuff,
that it was not to be believed. What can
you say? You hope that you've pleased
those who found it to be realistic.
MDW: Did anyone feel that you had
written their own story?
PNW: Yes. I had a really mindblowing letter from a coach in a small
college town in. the Midwest who had
been through the whole Billy thing~_
though not to the point,of the fascinations of .the Olympics. He felt very
close to the whole story. I could pull
out lots and lots of letters from people
who felt that way about the book. I
think it's a question of point of view;
you might tend to think that book was
more authentic than if it's talking
about something maybe not quite so
close to your own experience. There \
isn't any one book or author that can
represent ever.yhody. We've all gone
through it our own way, everybody's
found their own answers for themselves.

Patricia Nell Warren
MDW: One of the objections is that
as a woman you have chosen to write
two novels about gay men. Why did
you choose to write about men?
PNW: Hopefully ten or fifteen years
from now when I've published more
books the pattern of the way my thinking developed might be more obvious.
For several years I nad several trains of
thought going. l had_ been involved
with track and field and I thought there
was a hell of a novel to be written
about runners. I reached the point
where I saw sports very clearly · as
something that defines sexual identity
for people in our society. It-does it differently for women than it does for
men. You could write a sports novel
about women, but it would .be a different story. I wanted particularly to
show the very open clash between
society saying you're one thing when
you know you're something else.
That's particularly true for male
athletes, who are gay when society
defines the athlete as being straight;
therefore if you are an athlete you are
ipso facto straight. For a long time for
women who were interested in sports,
especially certain sports, you were ipso
facto thought of as being something
slightly strange; you were a lesbian. _So
you're talking about two completely
different stories.
I wanted particularly to treat the
violence resulting from this -situation. I
started working on the book right after
the Munich Olympics, which horrified
me very, very much. The whole ide~
that an athlete who's there completely
without any political reasons can have
his life taken away . . . . It seemed to
me that society being much more
afraid of gay men than they are of
lesbians (which is really an insult to
women), you couldn't have a story
about a lesbian on a track teani turn
out to be the same kind of story as one
about a gay man on a track team. Since
I wanted to write about the violence
and show Billy's death as the ultimate
result of the attitudes we start with, it
turned out to be a book about men. At
a certain point, my interest in writing a
book about runners, my interest in
writing a book about image making in
society, sexual identity, and my growing feeling of identity with things gay
all eame together with the result that
the first book I was going to do would

be about gay men. I admit it looks a
little bit odd. My next book is going to
be a book about lesbians. Hopefully
people will begin to realize that I am
also very, very interested in them, too.
MDW: Can you tell me a bit more
about your next book?
· PNW: Not really very much. I'm
about three-quarters done with it, and
I have acquired a terrible superstition
about talking about things before they
are done. I've talked away a couple of
books that way and I don't ever want
to do it again.
MDW: Oh, well, there goes my
scoop.
MDW: Your experience as a longdistance runner (including running in
the second Boston Marathon to include
women) lead to The Front Runner.
,What experiences or resources did you .
draw upon for The Fancy Dancer?
PNW: Well, I lived in a small town
in Montana, and my first novel ever
published, The Last Centennial, which
I published under my Ukrainian poetry
name (Patricia Kilina), was. set in
Cottonwood as well. The cottonwood
tree is to the High Plains what the
magnolia tree is to the South or the
maple to New England: it's emblematic. Although my hometown was at
one time cailed Cottonwood, the town
in the book isn't my hometown. But
it's a typical cow town. I was a
Catholic ...
MDW: Past tense?
PNW: Well, I converted to Catholicism when I was a freshman in college~1 lost my faith when I was a senior, but
I'm still a Catholic in a funny kind of
way and I felt very close to .the gay religious movement. I did a lot of my
research through Dignity, I was able to
talk to a lot of gay priests, and so on. I
suppose if I ever started feeling devout
and went to church services again I
would atte,nd Dignity liturgies rather
than say any other religion. I'm not a
churchgoer right now; l'l!l standing
back from all that-.
MDW: What other directions are
you working in as a wri(er?
PNW: I have a number of books I
would like to do; at least one about
women. I also have a couple of ideas;
one about bisexuals; and I'm very
interested in old people. I would very
much like . to write a book about a
straight .woman in her fifties ·who is

doing sometbing people nowadays
have to do, but fifty years ago they
didn't, and that is to start life all over
again from the beginning. She's a very
shy, non-aggressive woman and she
has a terrible time doing this. There are
so many women who are widowed and
at that point in their lives have their.
consciousness raised; it takes a tremendous amount of energy to start all
over again· at that point. People are
even getting divorced at that age now.
MDW: Why now and not ten years
ago?
PNW: Pressures. The pressures on
relationships of all kinds are intensifying, all the time. I heard someone say
in the office the other day about a
woman whose husband had died, "Oh,
they had a really good marriage, you
don't find many like that any more,"
like they were a rare antique. Relationships are very hard things now. The
more freedom we have to define those
relationships, the more difficult it
becomes for some people to define
them for themselves.
MDW: It's as if someone threw
away the rule book.
PNW: Once you have those rules,
you're very comfortable inside those
rules. Fifty years ago - people didn't
have as many options; they were much _
more secure; they had to make do with
it or else. My father is always saying,
. "You can't run away because there's
nowhere to run to," yet nowadays we
have all these ..-different places to run
and consequently we don't really know
quite what to do with it.
MDW: What is the reaction to your
writing at the Reader's Digest [where
she · works in the condensed books
department)Z
PNW: If there's been a lot of uproar, it has been very carefully concealed-from me. I've been coming out
very gradually and answering The
Question frankly when I'm asked, and
then it reached the point where I said it
in the New York Post. The next day in ·
the office people came running in my
door with a "Gee! Isn't that something!" reaction. Nobody came in my
door and offered to fire me; no one
came in my door to insult me; but no
one came in my door to cheer either.
They were sort of gleefully amazed that
I had said it. I'm still there ... : The
company paper reported my publications, when I spoke before the bar
association, and when Paul Newman
optioned the film rights to Front
Runner.
MDW: Any news about when the
film will be made?
PNW: I really wish I had something
. to tell you. They've .been diddling
along with it for a long time; they
extended the option twice, the last time
was in. March and it runs out the end of
September. The last sign of life we had.
from them was in March when they
renewed the option . . ~ . Months ago
they indicated that the script was ready
but we have yet to see it.
MDW: If you were inter.viewing
yourself, what would you like to be
asked?
PNW: Ask me about my cats.
MDW: Okay, tell me about your
cats.
PNW: As a hobby I breed and show
fancy . cats. I'm working with a new
breed, they're called Long-Haired
Abyssinians. They look like little red
foxes, big, tall ears, bushy-bushy tails
and gold eyes. They're quite large cats;
they have a very wild look which is very
appealing but they have lovely dispositions. I've had cats all my life, and
when jllmoved up to my new place in
Pawling, further up in rural New York
State, I decided to build a cattery. I'll
be able to keep my· cats the way they
should be kept; isolating the mother
cat from her kittens so that nobody
getis: sick, and ·things like that. That's
what I do for relaxation when I'm not
beating away at the typewriter~
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{'--_p_e_o_p_le_,_P_l_a_c_e_s_a_n_d_f_l_in
__g_s__J
By Davie Holland
It was a little over a year ago when I
harbored. Re-examining · it more
first walked into the GCN office.
closely, I believe it more likely the
Someone had suggested that perhaps
latter. . .The first few drafts I brought
the paper needed help and although the
in I considered closely aligned to the
suggestion was not specific about
venomous pens of Rex Reed or Liz
duties, I arrived for an inverview laden
Smith, perhaps Earl Wilson. Or at the
with pages of, what I thought then, :. very least, showed the potential. I soon
near literary genius, however sketchy.
learned of the "blue pen"-an
Certainly my portfolio would spark the
instrument used with frequency on
attention of the interviewer. At the ofnewspaper copy. A blue pen is one with
fice I was introduced to Lyn Rosen-a
ink that's non-reproducible (used. on
woman who, I later discovered, ruled . layout sheets, enabling markings to be
with a decisive, yet subtle power over a
made which won't show up in the
publication staffed primarily with
printing proces~). However, it repromen. I tried to hand her a sample of.my
duced quite well on my first column.
writing. She waved them aside. "I
My three pages were handed back to
don't need to look at that," she said.
me reduces:I to one. What I thought
''Nice prose will get you nowhere here
were prosaic gems were removed-the
-newspaper-work is a whole different
ones indicated with the infamous pen. I
field." I had nothing else to show. Lyn
worked at it diligently. My proficiency
seated herself firmly and presented her
increased (a statement, I suspect, Lyn
goals (as related to the feature section
would still debate) and I quickly beof the paper), the problems, the
came associated with something more
people, a general ''rules of the game,''
than I wanted. Or more than I exand when could I start?. . .In the
pected, would be a better explanation.
beginning, my largest asset was the fact
there was always something happening
I was new. All the writers for the paper
and I generally had to be there-eyes
did
without compensation, other
wide, a pencil and paper in my hand,
than a chit of thanks, mostly deserved.
jotting down "off the record" someConsequently, consistent longevity was
thing that generally added spice to the
not expected. New writers were treated
brew . . . So where'd it get me? Free
well in an effort to prolong their stay.
tickets. A welcome recognition most
Protected by this unspoken policy, I . places. Dinners with movie stars (acgot through the initial fear of doing a
tually just one, and she was French).
competent job, but that faded quickly
Occasional notes of appreciation from
... The jobs I did at first are unclear to
people I never saw. Those were the ·
me now although I do remember that -roses. Somewhere there were thorns atwriting was not one of them. One
tached. Sometimes hot leads were deafternoon Lyn presented me with this
leted to avoid any unnecessary disrupcolumn, as yet undeveloped. She said
tion. Debacles between public figures
the .idea had manifested itself in the
came to the surface. The times I
paper some time ago but it was an unwanted to shine a flashlight on them,
successful attempt. "See what you can
my batteries were removed. People
do with it," she said. Now I think that
who were gracious at points lost all
decision, on Lyn's part, was either an
command of etiqµette when mentioned
intelligent · mistake, made good, or a
in the column in an unbecoming light.
small part of a lar~er plan she silently
One known writer accused me of .
The USA and Canada directory of bars ,
organizations, businesses, mail order,
publications, etc. for gay women and .
men, published May and November.
. $5 at your bookstore ,
or $6 by first class mail from
Renaissance House, Box 292GCN ,
New York, NY 10014.
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ous abrupt changes of scene, and a
sense of sexual fascination between
women combine to hold the audience's
attention. A couple of high-points for
me were Deanna Alida's cape.,swinging
entrance as the combination diva/
bouncer, and Catherine Ford-Guillamon's top-hat and cane routine
straight . out of a '50s' Fred Astaire
,movie 1'9 seeri the night before.
Some of the particularly sexual
dances are done with sticks, representing phallic pool cues, as props. The
wom_en·moved these forward and back,
around and across each other's bodies.
I couldn't help thinking of another
women's dance using similar wooden
sticks: the bare-breasted Amazon
Dance, with its different sexual
dynamic, performed by the Wallflower
Order dance troupe which visited New
York this June. I saw the two dances
superimposed on each other. Our
Amazon strength was always there
below the surface of the bar world, all
that power turned inward. Can the two
dances be blended into one? •

draw sustenance from this world· goes
insane and •her mind is devoured by
doctors who administer shock treatments.
Most movement lesbians would
never have come out if they thought
this was all there was, ·and some
women will have a hard time recognizing their own connection with Bayou,
although I think some connection will
always remain as long as the bars continue to exist.
The play is performed powerfully,
with a tremendous outpouring of
woman-energy, a high level of excitement, and a . sense of humor. The
background music rarely stops, and at
intermission you can get up and dance,
join the bar scene yourself, and ask
yourself, if you care to, why so many
women after coming out in the gentler
arms of the movement sought out the
bars and chose to spend so much time
there, rather than in woman-run
places.
Lighting, costumes, dancing, numer-

· Flowers and Plants For
All Occasions

Stan Giffonl

Ia
,iai I
®I

subtle clues to their dissatisfaction ...
It's been a job with built-in occupational hazards and no-company insurance. All in all,' I've tried to do art
honest job. The . rewards have ·been
more full than can be described here. If
this sounds like an epitaph, good-by, it
is. But don't expect that I'll disappear
this quickly. Old columnists never die,
they just write their memoirs ...

Lesbian· Theatre

Provincetown .

Listings are free . "
Write for an application form .

I
I
I._I

1

making advances of a sexual nature after my treatment of him wasn't gentle; ·
hardly true, for he was straight, and
not the least attractive. Another
snubbed me entirely, in front of a prestigious dinner table, because my criticism of his latest work was a .bit too ·
harsh. And the not-so-famous reacted
similarly. Telephone calls well past the
late-night news. Difficulty getting a
drink in a bar. There were other more

Flowers Wired Anywhere
In The World.
Delivered Locally.

All Major
Credit Cards
• Accepted

478 Columbus Ave. , Boston

1
',

24'7-3500

A sensational ·musical; I straight

out loved it•

I I

-Kevin Kelly, Bost9n Globe.

Boston QqJl.·rtory The,,t re µn·~,·nt~

~ ·~ tt
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~

1977 Obie. Award
winner

MIGHTCLUB
CAMTAT.A.

X·RATED
ALL MALE CAS.T

fl'<'►

CONTINUOUS SHOWS!!!
FROM 10AM - 11 PM

(ELIZABETH SV./A6os
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1

·.·.;~•:• With original N.Y. cast

"Exuberant stimulating, cannot
I

be overrated~

I I -Don Shewey' Phoenix.
BOSTON REPERTORY THEATRE One Boy!st~n Place . Boston

RESERVATIONS 423-6580
QUICK CHARGE 426-6210

GROUP-$ 423-2468

FULLY ArR CONDITIONED
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dating.

A RAUCOUS BORDELLO
We are not, nor are we a boarding house
for wayward girls .. . We are a congenial
group of 18 faggots living an alternative,
supportive lifestyle in five adjacent
houses in Roxbury ... dedicated to gay
political education, emotional growth,
and inexpensive community living. We
are a whole that is more than the sum of
its parts. We are outrageous, in the best
sense and responsible, in the least
restrictive sense. If you feel akin to our
goals, please call any of THE FORT HILL
FAGGOTS FOR FREEDOM, anytime, at
440-8551, 442·1739, 427-1893 or 4272778.
_ _ __ _
(c)

GAYMATE
Founded as an
exclusive, discreet
dating service for the
Gay Community.
We don't list names &
statistics. We hand select
compatible "Mates"
No box numbers - call our
office or send for our
free brochure.

G•M

NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS

c/o Action Service

Try a GCN Classified and get to know
what good is! If you see gays walking
around the streets and smiling it's
because they've tried it and liked it! Be
the first on your block to have your very
ownGCN Box.

1200 Commonwealth Ave.
Allston, MA 02134
or call 739·2200
M-F 9-9 Sat. 9-6:30

GWM 22 sks GM for new companionship
as the school yr is about to begin. Interests include music, politics, food & drink.
Please send telephone to GCN Box 814.
(11)
ANGEL NIPPLES
How doth my pretty little dove, now that
mama and papa bird and the cuckoo have
flown? Better, better. Let's bill and coo a
little too. OK? Lumpchuck.
YOUNG, CARING, DISCREET
GWM 34, 5'1 .1 ", 155 lbs. wishes to meet
young friend for tender caring and sharing. Box 114, N. Weymouth, MA. (Love to
meet or hear from a prisoner.) Please
include photo and telephone, if possible.
(11)
GWM 35 goodlooking wishes to meet
other men who know who they are and
where they are going to enjoy sailing,
skiing, and other activities. GCN Box
612
(10+)
PJ
I was desolate, missing you last week.
Your roses, breathtaking. Had read poem
you referred to. Like it. Love you. Will
write when I can. New job keeps me busy .
and dizzy. Hope you are well and missing
us. With love, Nancy.
Do U dream lk me·of dvlp a rel w/ another
man based on simple values & cNing? I
want a vital yet settled lifestyle, incld
arts, exercise, nature, quiet music, close
touch. I'm 25, 5'11", slim, involv w/ human
services, value sensitivity, honesty, intel.,
& expressing feelings. Not into bars or insincerity. UR bet. 25-35, warm, affectionate, masc. in appearance, . tho not into
roles, & seek stable rel. Maybe UR uncertain about responding, yet we may
never meet otherwise. Pis take a risk.
GCN Box 813.
(13).
Barbara G.
Package arrived safely. Haven't opened
it. Can barely open my eyes. Will keep in
touch. Love to you both. NW.
Yes, GWF, middle-aged, wishes to have
correspondence with other GWF. Also
interested in sincere relationship. Please
write P.O. Box 307, Sudbury, MA
01776.
(10 +)
PROF GWF 33 SO. NH
Looking for companionship to Boston
plays, weekend trips. Member Show of
the Month Club. Love films and dining
out. Must be literate and articulate. GCN
(11)
Box 811.

Sincere GWM, 31, 5'8", 130, on Cape Cod
for summer, seeks young, slender, bright,:
cheerful friend into quiet sharing, gentle·
caring, relaxed living. Write J.A. West,•
General
Delivery,
Pocasset,
MA·
02559
(10)

MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
for SOUTH SHORE
& BOSTON GAYS
INDJVIDUALS, COUPLES
& GROUP COUNSELING

In Quincy an'd Boston
CALL472-1331 FOR APPT.

GAY BUSINESS PERSONS
Extra large, sunny 2-br apartment, South
Tired of dealing with many sales people? · End, beautiful street, friendly tenants.
Have problems deciding where to Invest
$290 with laundry facilities. Dave,
your money for business promotions? D: 661-6975.
Bellavance Agency will help you. Free
consu ltations. Call 536-4400. A Board
Member of the Gay Business Association .
(51).
BEACON Hill

roommates
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(FOR ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS)
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160 Comm. Ave. (Vendome Mall)
£1oston
(617) 247-1832

ATTLEBORO/PROVIDENCE
· Natal chart with interpretation $7.50. For
Small group creating to dine out & move
info write GCN Box 810.
(c)
from loneliness to hospitality as alternative to bars, Dfgnity & MCC. Let us •
PERSONALLY YOURS
-reach out! GCN Box 803.
(10)
JAY ENGRAVERS, catering to the gay
community, does fast, expert machine
engraving of almost anything made of.
BiWM 35 married, 6', 180 lbs. Gd lkng
metal. Remember how awkward and
wants to meet· same to 40 for mutual
sometimes frustrating it used to be to
relaxation & pleasure. Pis send details to
have jewelry, etc., engraved for your
GCN Box 809. Discretion assured & ,
lover??? Now, all that can be happily put
desired.
(10)
behind you. Bring th is ad with you for
·$1.00 off on any job, any time. 333
If you wish to respond to a box number In
Washington St., Boston, 5th fl, rm
any of our ads, send to GCN Cl~~•lfleds,
Box _ _ _ , 22 Bromfield St., Boston
536.
(8, 10)
MA 02108.

services:
HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY

y•

~

FOR NH GAYS

Ethical-Confidential
Individual & Couples
Judith Sigler, Lyn Foley
(Both MSW, ACSW)

By Appointment
. (603) 2~4-5600 .
Coocord
Typing: _60¢ a page on IBM Selectric,
slightly more for other than standard
term-paper. Call eves: 6-10 pm; weekends,
10 am-7 pm; 241 -7535. Ask for Tony. KEEP
TRYING.
(c)
HOUSE DOCTORS
Skilled carpenters experienced in all
(10)
areas of woodworking. 964-6496.

FOR CHILDREN OF GAYS
we offer non-sexist
Gay Parents respectful therapy & counseling for your
kids & you; by gay, feminist, experienced
child
and
family
therapist.
Call
(11)
TAPESTRY(617)661-0248.
Gay person will clean your apt $3/hr or
cook $4/hr - honest & reliable. Call .
241-7535 ask for George or leave
message.
(c)
LESBIAN COUPLES
Group for lesbian couples offered at
TAPESTRY. Eight meetings - every
other Wed. 8-10 pm. Begins Sept. 28.
Reasonable fee. Co-led by lesbian
couple. Call for brochure/info (617)
661-0248.
.
(11)

apartments
Modern one bedroom apt fcir rent. Two
full baths, wall to wall carpeting. P_rivate
yard. Near stores & MBTA. $165/mo. Call
268-6300.
(11)

Own room avail in sunny, clean, 2 bdr apt.
Prefer neat, responsible non-smoker.
$130 includes utitilities. Call 523-7934
after 6 pm or 423-4340 after 6 on Tues. &
Thurs.
(10+)
MILFORD-UXBRIDGE MA. AREA
GWM 27, 5'5" 150, avg lks new to gay life
str app and acting seeks same to share
home in country and become friend &
lover share life together. I'm sincere,
respons, neat, U must B too. $80 weekly
w/util. Respond GCN Box 815.
(11 sp) .
BEACON HILL APT
Amiable GM needs rmmate now. Nice
old apt, nice st. & quiet. Rent $100
heated. Plenty hot water.
contact 33,
Irving St., Boston.

DISCREET GAY FOR ROOMMATE
Male 28 share 1 bdrm own home Blackstone MA area. Music entry Wstrn. Lkg
for male 25-28. $25/wk no smoking no
drugs. Quiet non-active gay life. Must
work. R. Pikard, Box 423, N. Grafton, MA
01536. Pict if possble phone discreet. (10)
We are 3 men & 1 woman looking for 2

women to live with us In our Somerville ·
house. We are . forming a house that
includes friendship, support and fun as
well as anti-sexist politics, exercise and
music. One man Is gay and, as a house,
we support the struggle of lesbians and
gay men. Welcome to our world. Cal I (617)
628-1038. Eric & Dore.
(6+)

. L feminist 29 s~eks same for beautiful,
spacious apt in Som nr Tufts & Mass Ave.
Into natural foods, nonsmoke. Cats ok.
110 + . Call Bobbi 776-2342.
(9 + l
BIWM, 28/ lkng for roommate to share
better two bdrm apt ..handy to DNTN
Framingham. Non-smoker only. Write
Bob, P.O. Box 104, Cochituate, MA
01778.
.
(9 + ) .
COLLECTIVE ON FORT HILL
has room for people Interested in an allgay, supportive environment. Call the
Fort Hill Faggots for Freedom, 440-8551 ,
427-1893, 442-1739.

GM sks GM to share 2 br apt in Beacon
Hill area. $125/mo inc. all utl. Pvt rm etc.
Must have job, cl & nt. 19 N. Anderson St.
between 9 a.m. and 12 p.m. Apt. 9. (12sp)
2 lesbians seek 3rd to share spacious 6
(10+)
rm apt in Salem. Own rm $94 inc heat.
Lease. 745-7556 or 745-0556 ext 261. Ask
-G prof F 30 + wanted to share sub home
(10)
for Jean or Rosemary.
20 mins fm Boston. Must like dogs, be
neat person. $175 mo incl all util. Call aft. _ Looking for one other to share sunny apt
Sept 5 eves (617) 664-6771.
(11 sp)
in clean, quiet, well-kept bldg - your rent
$115. Call from 6 p.m.-12 a.m. 267-4706.
GWF 27, seeks cooperative ·feminist
$60.00 deposit: Apt located on Boylston
household or roommates. RT 93 towards
St. on Fenway. Bay windows, good
NH, soon! Jan, 631-5011.
(10'+)
(10)
view.
·
Prof. or Grad Student, BiWM or GWM,
wanted to share 2 b,ed, mod. apt. Natick/ .
GM, 26, respon, neat, friend, seeks same
Framingham line - close to Bos. A/cond,
to find and/or share So. End apt for Sept.
(1°1)
gym fac. Call 879-6707.
Willing to pay 150-200 my share. Call Rich
Lesbian couple N. Shore, one half hr from
~6-1822 evenings.
_·_ __ (6sp)
Boston, lk for GF to share apt for
expenses only. Good public trans.
Spacious rms, free parkng. Many extras.
$80.00 + . Call (617) 685-8497. After
6 p.m.
(9+)
Press skills, Camera skills
and Dependability!
Gay working man 27, non-smoker seeks
are some of the things we're seeking to
to join co-op hse or share apt in Camb,
fill in a full-time position in a gay-owned
Watrtwn, Walth area with quiet, relaxed
business doing offset printing and
people. I like classical music, running,
cooking, reading . Call Jon 872-0233 eves. graphic arts photography. Initiative and
problem solving ability a must; gender
before 10.
(9 + )
and orientation are un important. Contact
SUNNY BEACON HILL DUPLEX
Printing Manager, PO Box 32, Cambridge,
GWM looking for same up to 25 to share
'MA 02142.
beautiful Beacon Hill Dup!ex. No furniSTREETWORKER
ture necessary - excellent for student.
Streetworker/Counselor to work on
Call 523-2575 any time.
(10)
streets of Boston and Cambridge with .
Watertown 2 bdrm apt, ww carpeting, air
gay and straight youths. 2:30-11:00 p.m.
cond , near T. Your share $132.50.
Monday thru Friday. $8200. Send resume
Includes ht htw. Call Joe eves 924-4837.
to GCN Box 816.
.
(10)
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Harvard Square firm interviewing for
housing job. Call Hugh Russell 661-5880
for appointment.
(11)
BARBER STYLIST
Experience preferred. Call Tony 247-7441.

JO.~ o_p_

classified ad order form
Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
publication).
_AU ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepted by phone.
Make check or money order payable to Gay Community
News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108 .
Since we serve all New England, please include your area
code if your ad includes a phone number.

ANTHONY DARRIAN
If you see this ad, please contact Allen

Young and Karla Jay at Butterw.orth Farm,
R.F.D. #2, Orange, MA 01364. They would
like to have permission to reprint your
article, "Living in Quiet Desperation,"
which appeared some time ago ii) GCN .
They are publishing an anthology and
want to include your work.

Non-business: $3 .00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line); each additional line 25 cents. Headlines ar~
·
50 cents per week for 25 characters.

DOB CRAFTSFAIR & FLEA MARKET

Dealers wanted, $5 per space for Sat.,
Oct. 1, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Harvard
Sqw~re area. For info call (1) 683-0474 any
time or 661-3633 Tues . nights, or write:
DOB, Old Cambridge Baptist Church,
1151 Mass. Ave., Camb. MA02138.
(12)

Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters per
line) and 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines are
$1 .00 for 25 characters .

GWF 28, would love to meet fem. or sexy
appr. GWF for a very warm & affectionate
relatipnship! Please respond to GCN Box
805.
(18)

h0tm ~are 10 a .m. to 6 p.m . Monday through Friday.

TYPEWRITER FOR SALE
Late model Smith Corona machine.
Original price $300, asking $200. Call
(c)
Chacha at 482-5995. BROWN RICE A GO-GO
Dykes and faggots of the universe:
Collectively run, political, vegetarian
restaurant needs gay Infiltration. Persons
committed, energetic and bent on
dest roying the system only. Call Clover
482-5995.
(c)

SOUTH END 2 BEDROOM
Cozy modern apt, owner occ twnhse on
quiet st in good area near green & orange
MTA. Mod kitch, sunny lvng rm. $240 incl
hw. Heat and util ext. Avail immed. Call
·426-7921 eves.
(11)
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Updated comfortable decorator-type
home for sale in Brighton. Built-in bar, 2
working fireplaces. Upstairs apt. avail·
able for additional income. Pat Lewis.
Reasonably priced. Call 739-1040.
(10)

If you wish to pick up your mail at the GC N office: Our
There is a charge of $1.00 for a phone number included in
a Personal ad .

Number of weeks ad is to run ............. .
·
·

(11)

Box Numbers are avaiiable at $1.00 for 6 weeks if you pick
up you r mail. If, however , you wish your mail forwarded, the rate is $3 .00 for 6 weeks: ._Mail is forwarded
at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks . If you want mail
forwarded for a J month period, a $5 .00 charge will be
made for the additional time.

ADMINISTRATOR

2 yrs community mental health/health
experience, bookkeeping and accounting
skills, budget preparation, grantsmanship, contract management, financial
- management, fundraising. Ability to work
collectively. $10,000. Send resume to
Provincetown Drop-in Center, Box 579,
Provincetown, MA 02657. Position open
immediately. Equal · Opportunity Em. ployer.
(11)

Please circle one of the following ad categories:
APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PENPALS
ORGANIZATIO NS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
WANT ED
MISCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBUCA TIO NS
Headlines _ _ _ _ at$ ___ perwk.$ _ _ __ _
First41ines
___ at$ _ __ perwk.$ _ __ __
Each additional line

RESTAURANT WORK

D_lshwasher, ass't cook, bookkeeper,
carpenter, laborer. For interview call Tony
at House Restaurant, 783-5131 .

at $ ___ per wk.$ _ _ _ __

Pick-Up Box No. at $1 .00/ 6week s
Forward Box No . at $3 .00/ 6 weeks
Phone Number in Personals at $1 .00
3 months forwarding at $5 .00

$---~$ _ _ _ __
$_ _ __ _
$_ _ _ __

;obwant~d
Light housecleaning, odd jobs wanted.
(c)
Call Taffy 482-5995.

TOT AL ENCLOSED . . ... . .. ..... . .. $_ _ __
PLEASE PRINTNEATLY.

movers
The Jim Clark Moving Co.
Licensed-Insured-Professional
· 24 hrs./day-7 days/wk.-1'-!o O.T. charges
Local Jobs-Local Rates
354-2184

Name______________.__ _City__________State____

,

Address----:'T _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __ _ Phone._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

J

Well heeled Gay Divorcee in early 50's
seeks college-educated GWM age 38 to
58. Object: Matrimony for "cover" and
fun. Must be willing to relocate. Send
background details to GCN Box 802. (12)
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CLOSET WOMEN
If you care about what happens to gays
and want to contribute in some way,
please contact Nancy at GCN Box K77.
l .
Give me some non-reveal ing way of
•.- ....
getting in touch with you. Please make
suggestions about how you think women
.f
in the closet can make some impact on
t he political scene without being
Iexposed
baoks v~ry
(c) . ..,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_-_
or rp11cb
uncomfortable in any way.
; ._
r......-- _
- -_
-··_
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,,
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resorts
•-• P'TOWN FOR $4 DAY**
Only at Carl's Guest House in our new
"Student Dormitory." P'Town is active
until Halloween-so are we-private
rooms $8 and up. Even lower group, stud.
and weekly rates available. Carl's Guest .
House, 68 Bradfor.d St., P'Town 02657 ;
487-1650.
(17)

rides
$70 to SF & LA on the Green Tortoise.
Swimming, cookouts. Sleep on board 4 ½
days. Metlow trips - call Eve before
10 p~m. 288-3958.
(11 )

IFIEDclassifiedCLAS SIFI.EDcla·ssifiedCLAISSIFIEDclassifi

I

misc

ck.kg
no

organizations

EROTIC STATUES
A trio of bold and erotic statues: Solo,
Homage to Priapus, Phallomania. illustrated brochure, one dollar. Waynesart,
Dept. 42, 28 SE 9th St., Fort Lauderdale,
FL33316.
(18)
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REM ORIGINALS
Contemporary Art priced to $110.
Sat. & Sun. 1:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Take Route 103 to Pleasant St. to 10
§pring Lane, Eliot, Maine 03903.
(10)
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Gay male: very young looking and cute. I
love nature and gardening. Country
inspired. Multi-talented. Antiques, art and
c/w and Rock are some of my pastimes.
My personal statistics are: I am 5'11 ",
weight 140 lbs, brown hair, green eyes
and a Taurus. With similar tastes please
write and send photo. I prefer young
males under 28 or around that age. Donn
Ricci , Rt 1, Deerfield, NH 03037.
(13)

BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
Dignity Boston sponsors EXODUS MASS.
a liturgy for gay and concerned Catholics
every Sunday at Arlington Street Church
(Boston), Boylston St. entrance, at 5:30
p.m. For info contact Dignity/Boston, 102
Charles St., Box 172, Boston, MA 02114 or
call 739-1091 .
(5/35)
LUTHERANS
ALC, LCA AND Mo. Uniting for justice,
love, understanding in our church .
Lutherans Concerned (for gay people),
Box B-19114A, Los Angeles, CA 90019.

. GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ
-Men and women - Militantly gay militantly proud - Join us at 176 Kansas
St., Hackensack, NJ, every Fri. at 9 p.m.
· Political action caucus Tuesdays at 8:30
o.m. (201) 343-6402.
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
OF ,WORCESTER, church service at 6 Institute Road, 2 p.m. Sundays. Rev. Jos. H.
Gilbert, pastor. 756-0730. The 3rd year
begins.
We get many requests from gays in
prison t9 put pen pal ads in for them.
Metropolitan Community Church of BosLimited space prevents us from printing
ton, services each Sunday at 7:00 p.m.
as many of these ads as we would like to,
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St., Bossince the prisoners do not have the funds
ton (Old West Church). Edward T.
to pay for their ads. We will Arint more if · Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All peranyone out there is willing to contribute.
sons are welcome.
For each $3 we receive we can print one
COMING TO S.F. BAY AREA?
more pen pal ad. Send checks to Penpals,
GCN Box k92.
___JE} Stanford Gay People's Union welcomes
you. Social hours, rap group, peer counseling, programs, parties. Phone (415)
I am interested in developing a harmo497-1488; mail to Box 8265, Stanford, CA
nious, meaningful, lifetime relationship
94305.
with a for real, consistent, affectionate
gay male. I'm 25, 6'1½", 170 lbs., black
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
hair, brn eyes and a college grad. Will
Men, 40 and older, have problems differrelocate .upon release. Please write Leonent from young Gay Activists. Small disard Singleton, #144386, O.S.P., P.O. Box
cussion group forming NYC. Call (212)
511, Columbus, OH 43216.
(7)
242-8112orwrite Burdick, Apt.1C, 270W.
25th St., NYC, NY 10001.
paroling soon, hopefully to the Boston
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/
area, seek correspondence with liberal
Morris County meets every Monday at
minded males in hopes of finding a new
8:30 p.m. using facilities of Unitarian Felfriendship and possible relationship. I am
lowship, Normandy Heights Rd., Morris5'7", 135 lbs. Br. hair & eyes. 26 yrs and
town, NJ. Info: (201) 884-0653; 347-6234.
within six, mos. of freedom. Michael
JOIN DIGNITY
Penfold, P.O. Box 77414, Jamestown, CA
Gay and Catholic? Find out more from
95327.
(8)
Dignity, a national organization of gay
Wishing to correspond with liberal
and concerned Catholics. Write Dignity,
minded males, will be hopefully living in
755 Boylston St., Rm. 413, Boston, MA
your area soon in 1978. 28, blue eyes,
02116.
blonde hair, 5'9", 165 lbs. Will answer all
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
letters, future relationship poss. Richard
Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund,
McDonald, P.O. Box B-78516,A, James2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, WA 98109.
town, CA 95327.
(8)
· (206) 282-5798. Membership $5.00.

NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing gay
civil rights group in the country! TheNational Gay Task Force works with a
professional staff on media representation , national legislation, information
clearinghouse, religious reforms, corporate non-discrimination statements,
more! Help support our work - join now.
$15 membership ($5 limited Income) includes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave. ,
Rm. 506, New York, NY 10011.

,publications
FOCUS

A monthly journal of fiction, articles,
poetry, book reviews, etc. by, for and
about gay women. 1 year subsc[iption (12
issues) $6. Sample copy 60¢. Always sent
in plain envelope. Focus, Box GCN, 1151
- ~ e . , Cambridge, MA02138.
(c)
KEEP UP WITH THE SOUTH
Subscribe to the Free Press, a Southern
news/magazine published every two
weeks in Charlotte,. NC, comprised of
news, features and regular columns of
interest to everyone. Two year subscription (52 Issues) $10.00; one year sub. scrlption (26 Issues) $6.00; sample copy.
25¢. Please respond to Free Press, Box
2550, Charlotte, NC 28234. Thank yawl.

'

CALIFORNIA SCENE. 7th year. Sample . .
copy $1.25, ten copies $10. Articles of
general interest and news of all California
plus photos, theatre, movie reviews and
book reviews. Box 26032, Los Angeles,
CA 90026.
"The Wishing Well"; a national publication with emphasio/on helping gay/feminists reach others with similar life
styles. Code no's used to insure confl dentiality. P.O. Box 1711, Santa Rosa, CA
95403.
WHAT'S NEW IN SAN FRANCISCO?
Read the SENTINEL and find out. News,
features, opinion columns. Politics, the
arts, entertainment, sports, contests,
classifieds. San Francisco's NEWSpaper.
Biweekly. $15/year. SENTINEL, 12 Sharon
St.,S.F.,CA94114.
(c)
OHIO GAY JOURNAL
Subscribe to High Gear, Cleveland based,
non-sexist monthly journal for gay
· women and men. Features Ohio news,
historical-cultural features, politics, running satire, music, et al. Send $5 for 1 yr.
sub. or 50¢ for sample copy to High Gear,
P.O. Box 6177, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.
THEY WILL KNOW ME BY MY TEETH
Magaera Press proudly announces publication of stories & poems of Lesbian
struggle, survival, and celebration by
Elana Dykewoman (author of "Riverflnger
Woman"). For Women Only from Old
Lady Blue Jeans, P.O. Box 515, Northampton, MA 01060. $3.50 plus postage
(25¢).
.

GAY SCENE _ The monthly picture
entertainment newspaper. Features Gay
Movement news, Articles, Reviews, Personals, Nude Centerfolc;I, plus more interesting features. $8 for 12 Issues. Send $1
for sample copy. Mailed in plain .brown
envelope. REGIMENT, C/O GALLERY
THREE ENT., BOX 247, GRAND CENTAAL STA., NYC, NY 10017.
LESB~AN CONNECTION
A free nationwide forum .of news and
ideas by, for and about lesbians (donations. are always welcome). For a subscription simply send your name,
address and zip to: Ambitious Amazonr,,
Box 811, East Lansing, Ml 48823.
LAVENDER SOUTH
Discover the realities of the ,Southern gay
experience. Read The Barb, The News
Monthly for Southern Gays. Regional and
National News, Lifestyle Commentary,
Entertainment Columns. Subscriptions
per year: $5/3<1 class; $8/1st class.
Sample 50¢. (All copies mailed in anonymous envelope.) Classifieds 10¢/word.
Master Charge, Euro Card and Acess accepted. The South's largest gay publica-tion: The Barb, Box 7922-B, Atlanta, GA
30309.
BISEXUAL FEMINISTS
Read "The Equalitarian Feminist" : news,
reviews, letters, classifieds. Free to
actively bisexual women. Send SASE:
POB 76, Palo Alto, CA 94302.
(10)

COMMUNITY CLUB
252 Boylston St. 247-9308
Noon to 2AM, 7 days a week.
Dancing, Games, Food.

JIOSTON BAR GUIDJ .

SAIN.TS·
(Call 354-8807)

~OMEWHERE

DELIVERY ENTRANCE

BAMBOO LOUNGE

295 Franklin St. 423-7730
Disco Dancing, Mixed, Sunday Brunch 12-

At The House Restaurant
12 Wilton St., Allston 783-5701
Men & Women, "It's Different."

30 Avery St.
Food, Mixed.

2PM

SPORTER'S CAFE

HAf:IRY'S PLACE
BOSTON EAGLE

228 Cambridge St.
Food, Men, Saturday Brunch 5PM, Movies
Mon. 3PM, Sunday Brunch 3PM.

45 ~ssex St.
.Dancing, Men.

88 Queensbury St. 247-9586
Leather, Men, Thurs . Club Nite, Sunday
Brunch 3PM, Movies Mon. & Tues. 8PM.

HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM
12 Carver St. 338-8577
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 7PM, Thurs.
Viking Club Nite.

CARNIVAL LOUNGE
39 Boylston St. 338-7159
Dancing, Mixed.

NAPOLEON CLUB

27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
,Food, Men.

'CITADEL

1270

119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
Dancing, Men, Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-11PM

76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
~Food, M(xed (Mostly Men).

RAINBOW ROOM
15 Lansdowne St.
Disco Dancing, Men. _

THE SHED

110 Boylston St.
Disco Dancing, Mixed

119 MERRIMAC

CLUB 76

20 Blagden St. 24 7-3910
Disco Dancing, Men.

TOGETHER

PLAYLAND .
21 Essex St.
· Men (Some Women).

22 Avery St. 482-9040
Dancing, Men.

STYX

272 Huntington Ave.
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 4PM . •

52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun.; Men.

CHAPS

Women.

1270 Boylston St. 261-1257
Disco Dfnc'ing, Mixed (Mostly Men).

TWELVE CARVER .

•

12 Carver St.
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(Area Code 617)

Massachusetts Feminist Federal Credit
Union, 186½ Hampshire St.,
Cambridge
661-0450
Metropolitan Community Church
523-7664
MIT Homophile League, rm 50-306
253-5440
National Lawyers Guild, 595 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge 02139
661-8898, 661-6358
National Organization for Women
267-6160
New Words Bookstore
876-5310
Northeastern Gay Student Org., c/o
Student Activities Office, 255 Ell Ctr.
Older and Other Gays, c/o GCN, Box 1500,
22 Bromfield St., Bos.t on 02108
Outreach Foundation for crossdressers,
transgenderists and gender dysthorics,
102 Charles St., Suite 433, Boston 02114
Project Lambda
523-0368
Project Place
267-9150
Sexual Health centers of N.E., Inc.
739 Boylston St., Bostqn 02116
266-3444
333-0146
Fr. Paul-Shanley(ExodusCenter)
Tufts Gay Community, c/o Student
· Activities Office, Medford 02155
Unitarian Universalists Office of Gay
Concerns, 25 Beacon St., Boston
02108
742-2100
Women's Alcoholism Program, 1348
Cambridge St., Cambridge 02139
661-1316
Women's Community Health in
547-2302
Cambridge

Access (Cambridge Hotline)
661-3900
Am Tikva
524-1890, 628-3986
Cambridge Gay Political Caucus,
P.O. Box 218, E. Cambridge 02141
492-3433
Cambridge Women's Center
354-§807
Charles Street Meetinghouse 523-1081, 354-8807
Civil Liberties Unron of Mass.
742-8020
Closet Space (WCAS 740m AM)
- 492-6540
Daughters of Bilitis, 1151 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge 02138
661-3633
Dignity, 102 Charles St., Box 172,
_
\
739 1091
Boston 02114
Elaine Noble(Rep.)
727-2584 (
Eva_ngelicals Concerned
894-3970
Fag Rag
536-9826
Fenway Community Health Center
267-7573
Fengay, c/o Tom Nylund
267-1066
Framingham Unicorn Society,
P.O. Box 163, Framingham 01701
887-8550
Gay Academic Union of New England,
P.O. Box 212, Boston 02101
266-2069
Gay AIAnon, Greater Boston
471-6884
EASTERN MASS.
(Area Code 617)
Gay Business Ass'n (Job Bank), '
Cape Cod Gays (men), Box 301, Hyannis 02601
102 Charles St., Boston MA 02114
Everywoman's Center, Box 949, 14 Center
Suite 129
739-2200
St., Provincetown 02657 (44-6 pm)
Gay Community News
426-4469
Lesbian Support Group, Mercy Otis Warren .
Gay Educational Service (Human
Women's Center, 27 Winter St.,
Achievement Foundation), P.O. Box
Hyannis 02601
771-6739
398, Allston 02134
277-2484
Martha's Vineyard Gay Group
627-5370
Gay Hotline
3-12pm, Mon.-Fri.)
426-9371
MCC/Worcester
756-0730
, Gay Legislation, P.O. Box 8841,
New Bedford Women's Clinic
999-1570
JFK Station, Boston 02114,
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-In Center
487-0387
73 Tremont St., Rm 224
742-4811
Survival Crisis Line
471-7100
Gay Men's Center, 718 Beacon St.
247-7312
Gay Nurses' Alliance-East, P.O. Box
WESTERN MASS.
(Area Code 413)
530, Back Bay Annex, Boston 02117
Gay People of UMass/Boston
287-1900 (X2396) Berkshire Community Gay Coalition, Box
493, Pittsfield 01201
528-9433
Gay Professional Women's Assn.,
Common Womon Club, 78 Masonic St,
Box 308, Boston U. Sta., Boston 02215
Northampton 01060
584-4580
Gay Recreational Activities Committee
Everywomen's Center, Amherst
545-0883
(GRAC), c/o GCN Box 8000
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM, 91.9)
545-2876
· Gay Speakers Bureau, P.O. Box 2232,
Gay Women's Caucus, Amherst
545-3438
Boston 02107
354-0133
Lesbian Union, 9th floor, Campus Center,
Gay Way Radio (WBUR, 90.9FM)
353-2790
Gay Youth Advocates, 70 Charles St.
227-8587 . / UMass, Amherst 01003
Southwest Women's Center
545-0626
Gender Identity Service
864-8181
Springfield Gay Alliance
732-9315
Good Gay Poets
536-9826
Together, Box 427, Forest Park Sta., SpringHarvard-Radcliffe Gay Student Assn.
498-2111
field 01108
Homophile Community Health Service
542-5188
Valley Women's Center, Northampton
586-2011
Integrity, P.O. Box 2582, Boston 02208
262-3057
Janus Counseling for Lesbians,
(Area Code 203)
21 Bay St., Cambridge
661-2537 CONNECTICUT
Lesbian Liberation, c/o Women's Center 354-8807 "Come Out Tonight," Box WYBC/Yale
Lutherans Concerned for Gay People
536-3788
Station, New Haven 06520.

CT Gay Task Force, P.O. Box 514, Hartford 06101
.
522-5575
East Conn. Gay Alliance, Norwich
889-7530
George W. Henry Foundation, Hartford
522-2646
Gay Alliance at Yale, Box 2031, Yale
Station, New Haven 06520
436-8945
Gay phone counseling (eves.), New Haven436-8945
Gay Switchboard
522-5575
Hartford Gay Counseling
522-5575, 232-5110
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay
Archives, 1 Gold St., Suite 228, Hartford 06103
547-1281
Kalos/Gay Liberation, Hartford
568-2656
MCC/Hartford
232-5110, 522-5575
New Haven Lesbian Rap, 148 Orange St.,
New Haven
436-0272
The Church of the Eternal Flame
• Universal
527-2656
UConn Gay Alliance, 211 Student Union,
U of CT, Storrs 06268
Yalesblans, Box 2031, Yale Station,
New Haven 06520
436-8945

RHODE ISLAND

(Area Code 401)

Brown University Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House, rm 510, Providence
·
863-3062
Dignity/Providence, Box 2231, Pawtucket 02861
Gay Help Line
751-3322
Gay Community Services of A.I., 55 Eddy
St., rm 306
Gay Women of Brown, c/o Sarah Doyle
Women's Center, 186 Meeting St., Providence 02912
863-2189
Integrity, Box 71, Annex Sta., Providence 02801
MCC/Providence, 134 Mathewson St.
751-6023
MCC Innovative Ministry (terminally ill,
aged and handicapped), Rev. Michael
Nordstrum
272-8482
Providence Gay Group of AA
231-5853

MAINE

(Area Code 207)

CMGA, Box 2242, Augusta 04330
Confidential Drug and Alcohol Rap Group,
Box 4542, Portland 04112
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St.
773-2981
University of Maine, Portland 04103
ext. 535
Growing ... Sober and Gay, Box 893, Waterv:lle 04901
Maine Freewoman's Herald, 193 Middle
St., _3rd floor, Portland 04111
774-607:1
Maine Gay Task Force, Box 4542, Portland
04112 •
773-5530
Maine Lesbian Feminists, Box 125, Belfast
04915
Mainly Gay, Box 4542, Portland04112
773-5530
The WIide-Stein Club, Memorial Union,
University of Maine, Orono 04473

NEW HAMPSHIRE

(Area Code 603)

Northwood Women's Group, G. Ball, Box
273, RFD 1, Manchester 03104
NOW Lesb.lan Rights Task Force,
4 Valentine Hill Rd., Durham 02834

VERMONT

(Area Codtt802)

Counseling-Support for Gay Women, c/o
Susan Katz, South VT Women's Health
Center, 187 N. Main St., Rutland, VT
05701
775-1518
Gay Student Union, Univ. of VT, Burlington
05401, M-F, 7-9 pm
656-4173
Women's Center, 182 Main St., Burllngton863-1236

NEW YORK (CITY)

(Area Code 212)

Ass'n of Gay Social Workers, c/o Ron
Ginsberg, 345 W. 21st St., apt. 1-A
Church of the Beloved Disciple,
348 W. 14th St. 10014
Gay· People at Columbia, Columbia U.
10027
Gay Switchboard, Box 805,
Madison Sq. Sta., 10010
The Glines, 260 W. Broadway
Lambda Legal Defense, P.O. Box 5448,
Grand Central Sta. 10017
Lesbian Switchboard
MCC/NY, 201 W. 13th St. 10011
National Coalition of Gay Activists,
P.O. Box A-711, Grand Central Sta. •
10017
National Gay Task Force,
80 Fifth Ave., Rm. 506
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
15 Christopher St.
West Side Discussion Group,
37 Ninth Ave.

234-8683
242-6616
280-2574
777-1800
925-2619
758-1905
741-2610
242-1212

741 -1010
255-8097
675-0143

, NEW YORK (STATE)
Dignity/Integrity/Rochester
42 Tyler House, 17 So. Fitzhugh St.,
Rochester 14614
(716) 232-6521
Empty Closet Collective, 1255 University Ave., Rochester 14607
(716) 271-6750
Gay Alliance of The Genessee Valley,
Inc., 713 Monroe Ave., Rochester (716) 244-8640
14614
or 244-9030
Gay Brotherhood of Rochester,
·
713 Monroe Ave., Rochester
(716) 244-8640
Gay Liberation Front, U. of R., Wilson
, Commons, Rochester 14607
(716) 275-6181
Gay Task Force, 713 Monroe Ave.,
· Rochester (Mon. 7pm)
(716) 244-8640
or 244-9030
Hamilton-Kirkland Gay Alliance, Box 80,
Hamilton College, Clinton 13323
Lesbian Resource Center, 713
Monroe Ave., Rochester 14607
(716) 244-9030
Stonewall Society, Pougkeepsie
(914).473-3857

MCC-Extenslon, 292 State St., Portsmouth
03801
382-4678
Nashua Area Gays
673-5315
NH Lambda, Box 1043, Concord 03301
228-8542
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